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Despite 8 dp.roadng effort, Mavis Reagan and Vickey Bischoff were 
eliminated in the first round of the ladles' double crosscut bucking 
event at the Loggers, Sports show that was part of the Skeena Valley 
Fall Fair Sunday. Reports Indicate that the 25th'annual fair drew a rec- 
ord number of people through the gate. For more photographs and 
complete results of all events at the Fall Fair, see next week's Terrace 
Review. 
Regio aldistr!ct city differ 
on lol ing envlronme t- ,group '.'" : n n l  
" -  The Regional District of Kiti- sponsible, integrated, sustain-, kind and creates instability in 
mat'Stikine decided not to join able resource development, and resource communities which are 
the B.C. Environmental Infer- encourage responsible multiple the backbone of  our provincial 
use of public lands and resources econcomy•" 
which don't compromise the... According to Furney, BCEII 
rights of future generations, wil l  offer its members 're- 
They.say they ~e also seeking a ~ searched, factual information 
• reduction, in polarization be- explaining technical - -  and emo- 
tween land user groups in order tionally charged - -  resource 
to maintain the diversity and and environmental issues. With 
productivity of the province's this information, they • hope to  
environment and economy. L encourage business; labor, mu- 
BCEII's chairman, ~ mayor nicipalities and the public at  
Gerry Furney of PortMcNeill, large to become proactive rather 
'ent, city administration is now describes the province,s environ- 
looking for more ~ information mentalists as a well'financed, 
on BCEII and council Will con-well.organized movement that 
mation ' Institute :(BCEII) ' last 
month,bu't Terrace city council 
. may take another direction• 
Acting Mayor Bob Cooper 
described BCEII to the Aug. 28 
m~ting 0f council as a group 
seeking balanced use of the for- 
ests Somewhere between cutting 
i ti0thing at all and cutting every- 
thing in sight. On a motion 
made by Alderman Darryl Laur- 
• obtains a tremendous amount of 
free advertising from the news 
media, And. he says, "It ap. 
pears to be against orderly and 
rational development of any 
thanreactive to environmental 
issues; ',All British Columbians 
have an interest in ensuring that 
there is a credible and indepen- 
dent source of information, 
education and research to 
counter the  emot ional  
oontlnued on.page 22 
sider the purchase of a member: 
ship at a later date• " 
According to BCEll, their 
aims 'and .objectives call for the 
non-partisan promotion of re- 
Sp.ecial team.here 
Fr!dayto advme , : 
onheritage strategy..- 
• Let's get Organize(It That Pride PrOgram operates 
will be the theme at North- under a contract with B.C. 
west Community College this Heritage Trust, who provide 
weekend when local govern- 
ment, bus inesses and 
heritage, oriented ludivMuais 
get together to develop st 
community heritage struteay 
for Terrace. 
A public forum is planned 
for Friday evening from 7 to 
9 p.m. and anyone interested 
is Invited to attend. This will 
be followed by a workshop 
on Saturday in which about 
25 local representatives will 
meet with a specially trained 
team from the B.C. Com- 
munity Pride Program. 
The B.C. Community 
lottery dollars for their 
operation. The, program Is 
designed to offer community 
workshops and information 
leading to local heritage 
development. A Project 
Pride Task Force in 1987 
found there was a need in 
B.C. communities for better 
communication, education 
and tecltnicni advice in 
heritage-related matters. 
This weekend's workshop is 
expected to address these mid 
other concerns as well as 
develop a stnttegy for local 
heritage development. , 
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LMunicipal act Sh 
:::tIax exemr)tion, Council says 
red to the next Committee of the 
Equity in tit les b lamed w o,o meeting, with adminis- 
trati0n instructed to seek further 
TERRACE - -  An application the housing units doesn't fall in- information on the issue. 
for permissive tax exemption to the terms under which council Representatives of the seniors' 
status from the Skeena Senior has the authority to grant ax ex- housing society were invitedto 
Citizens' Housing Society, the emotions. + attend the meeting. 
non-profit group .developing "Pl~e Seqtions of the•:A'c~t in- Municipal Affairs minister 
Twin River Estates, came to the cludedin Norman's report in- Rita Johnston :was in Terrace 
municipal government well after dicate that the complex would, three days after_the meeting. 
the deadfine for inclusion in this have to have been funded "in When asked whether the 
year's exemption bylaw. The re- whole or in part" by a grant ministry would consider requests 
quest was:turned own by Ter- issued under the Housing Con- to amend the Act to allow ex- 
race city: council at a meeting struction (Elderly Citizens) Act eruptions of this sort, she ex- 
Aug. 28. to qu~ify for exemption. A pressed reservation. The 
Itappears that the seniors' representative of the housing development would not qualify 
housing project would not have society present at the meeting ex- for exemption under the current 
• qualified in any case. City pressed disappointment, point- Act, she said, but added that the 
treasurer Keith Norman exam- ing outthat he project had gone ministry would examine the 
ined the province's" Municipal ahead "with no assistance from question if asked to do so. She 
Act in a special report to coun- any form of government", noted that there would have to 
oil, concluding that the strata- "Without this, we could be be some mechanism in place to 
title ownership arrangement for like Vancouver with their hens- prevent speculative purchase of 
ing displacement problem," she housing units. 
i told council. "Other organiza- Ald. Robert Cooper, who was Ca nce  r tions get exemptions.. It's time acting mayor at the council 
for this city to start looking after meeting, had earlier noted the 
pport S U its senior citizens." same problem. He said seniors Aid. Ruth Halleck replied, who  purchase the new housing 
"The Act is quite clear.., you'd units are effectively transferring g re u p be better served to turn it into a equity from their homes into the 
- church." Virtually all property, housing complex: If..those units formed by religious organiza- were granted-exemption, he 
tions qualifies",fOr-exemption said~ .there is currently nothing 
:TERRACE o--  The local under the terms 9~ the Act. to prevent other seniors from 
branch of ~:the Canadian On a mot]o~by Aid. Me applying for exeml~tions for 
Canceri:iSociety announced Takhar the ques~n was refer- their homes. ': 
last •Week ~ata  support di " ~ 
' group is be!ng formed for + " 
peopl+suff++g, from cancer LAKELSE AIR and their •fanfiites. " i(. ~+ ; 
• Terrace Cancer~+Society, ,-+- " " 
representative Lily Nielsen -+.' 
said the support group idea .+.: " 
:came-about as a response to - : " :  "r ~ 
• need in the community. _ ; i:~::. 
, , .The Canad ian  Cancer 
Society is a .nat ional ,  '++/. :
• icommunity.based organiza . . . .  
tion of volunteers whose mis- 
:/sion is the.eradication Of FLOAT PLANESERVICES FOR: 
cancer and .the enhancement 
. of the qual~ty of life of peo- O LOGGING • HUNTING 
pie living with cancer," 
Nielsen said. Providing sup- 
• MINING • FISHING 
port to cancer victims and O ETC. 
their families is a part of EXPEDITING 
the society's function, she ~" ISERVICES - - "  
added. ? 
Anyone interested in join- CO tact Harry McCowan ' 
ing the group or who wants ' 798 
further information about it jr" I . + . -2562 
can contact Nielson at 4 T V8  
635-2995. Box+5 9, errace, B.C. G 4B5 
4535 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 °~ : -:~ 
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Taxable living -- The Skeena Senior Citizens' 'Housing 
Society development on Lakelse Ave. will have to be sub- 
ject to municipal taxes, the Society was told last week by 
Terrace city council . . . . . . . .  
~t L 
Terrace+]]zte 0rs Lto. 
, Extefi0r,'and int, il' " paint S ' lor  
ArinstiOilg fl0oring +• Harding carpets 
~;~ Sunworthy wallpaper 
(iff • • 
"A 11 the supplies yOUI need" 
4610 i][.,:|zeile Ave. 
635-6600 
• . TH IS  WEEK5 
~.  "" PUZZLE ANSWER 
ACROSS - :1 O 6 Request 
1 Sensitive fabric 7 Grow teeth • 
5 Restedat theend N J.BH 131 8 Legallnbaseball 
oftheweek na l l l l  ~]m,~ ISlSI~N 9Chlnesepagoda 
m IgN ,o+ condemned 11 Affirmative 
12 Medlclnalherb 19 Anger 
13 Employ I lS ld l l  Hn~ 131HIJ.m 21 Tumerl¢ 
14 Blblicalweed rv  ~i4  Idl 22 Name 
15Morose ~L~[I.~J..VJ~ ~ I I ~  23warms 
16Eisenhower ~ ~1.~ i _ ~  26RIdeablke 
17 Ei'odes 26 Golfersdothls 
18. Hole without knives 
20 Pewtercoln 46 Wager 27 Afternoon party 
22 At that place 48 Close 29 Observe 
24 Aids 52 Mallclodslook 33 Accompany 
27 In rows 53 Mine product 34 Uncooked 
28 Artists' stands 54 Sea eagie 35 Token 
30 Gr, letter 55 Latvian 36 Type of dog 
31 Expire 56 Household god 37 Poem 
32 Changes 57 Nurse ~ 38 Finch 
43 Everyone 36 Comfort ] . .  
39 Attempt . DOWN 44 RobertE,--  
40 Roman Judge ~ .. 1 Cigarette 45 Harden 
41 Cirque ,~. ' Clothmeseure 47 Age 
42 You'll find this _: 3 __L Gehtlg 49 Before 
In a decade ~,~,~ 4 Anneal 50 __  Blyth 
43 Too :.,Y. ~ 5 Appropriate 51 Color 
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TERRACE - - .A  few days 
":b~f6re: the provincial govern- 
menus Property Tax •Forum 
panel Came to ,Ter~'ace, the  
group!ssued a statement of con- 
cern about heir previou s public 
meetings being taken over by 
representatives of the public 
school system. The group, con- 
sis ting of two cabinet ministers, 
the president of the Union of 
B.C. Municipalities and a tax 
reform activist, said the school 
people had their chance during 
• ?. ,~/:~. , ~ 
L . ,  • , . ' 
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forum domtnate tax i :oncerns ~ L ~ ~ 
current school taxation system. : :;i,:: '~ . :!~ii":l~:,:" .... I 
• • . . . . ,  .:!:/: i:~,: i ~!~: After startling the panel by . :~ ..... 
opening his, presentation in i.:.i i:::!. 
Nisga'a, Gitladamix chieftain , '::~::,,~, ...... '~::"~:":~ i ,i ~ 
Herbert Morven advised them : ~:  ,:',:~ :,, 
: " . . . .  " ":~:"! ~' " " i that School District 92 in-the ..: - .-::,, . .,, 
l~lass Valley has fewer than 70 ~::: ~! /~?,i I~, 
residential property taxpayers to I~i 
makeup their local, share Of the i 
budget. Kitimat trustee Joan ~ :,li 
Ling pointed out the difficulties ~ ~:~i 
: I of-having: authority to tax 6nly i 
. residential properties: when real ~ ',' 
I 
last year's Royal Commission,on 
Education and they wanted to 
hear from "Joe, Taxpayer". 
Their request had little effect 
in Terrace. Eight of the 14 
presentations they, heard at a 
three-hour meeting last. Thurs' 
day came from teacher represen- 
tatives and school trustees, ome 
of whom came from as far away 
as the Bulkley and Nass Valleys. 
Terrace District Teachers' 
Association. president Greig 
Houlden • submitted the. first 
brief; summarizing it by saying 
the .TDTA supports the B.C. 
Teachers' Federation position 
calling for equal taxation rates 
on allclasses of property and a 
returnto local taxing authority 
on non-residential property. 
,There has been a clear shift in 
burden between different classes 
of property," Houlden t01d the 
. panel. "The provincial~keover 
o f  non-residential taxes and the~, 
. . . . . . . .  :work -w i th  her .  
and the balance.ralsedl locally. 
" I f  the province believes in local 
autonomy, it must trust the 
boards to set their budgets," he 
said.' 
The  panel also heard analyses 
estate values drop*, taxation rates 
- have to.rise in order, to maintain 
educational standards. 
Finance Min is te r  Mel 
Couvelier, who  acted: as 
moderator during the .hearings, 
defended the .government's 
education budget by noting that 
the Ministry of Education 
spending has increased-by 24 
percent Over the :pas t three years. 
The panel also heard other 
concerns about property taxa- 
tion, most of them centering 
around •the tax notice form. 
Bryce Barnwell, administrator 
for the Skeena-Queen Charlotte 
Regional District, said he spends 
a lot ofhis time explaining tax 
bills to ratepayers. "If this type 
of bill was presented by a cor- 
poration, no one would pay it 
because no.one can understand 
it," he said. ',. 
Terrace :resident Cecile 
Sch0enfeld, added her~vgice to 
continued restraint progra~ has the ,complaints about the form, 
.precipitated .' a+.-crisiP~:~n saying, ~¢ iexplanation of the 
~xation." Houlden ~shgges-ted Home Owner's Grant on the 
school ' boards should: ha're revers~ side of the form is illegi- 
' broader, taxation powers, . with- l~ie and incomprehensible. 
the province paying a fiat 80 per- Couvelier eplied, "Redesign- 
cent of the true cost of education ing the tax form is an annual ex- 
ercise at which we fail eve~ 
year." He advised anyone con- 
fused about their tax notice to 
contact the local office of the 
B.C. Assessment Authority. 
District of Kitimat ad- 
Finance Minister Mel Couveller and Municipal Affairs Minister Rita Johnston, flanked by 
support staff, told a Terrace meeting on property taxes last week they wanted to hear from 
"Joe Taxpayer". Eight of the 14 presentations that followed, however, involved school 
budgets and taxation. 
ministrator Dave Morris told the 
panel that the system could be 
improved by allowing "wider 
options for;. local taxations" 
and, again, simplifying': the tax 
notice form. On a more positive 
note, however, Morris argued 
that taxation gives good value. 
He pointed out that the average 
residential taxpayer forks out 
.about .$75. a month in property 
taxes for ~ array of  services, 
and comp~ed~i'.,that to $40 a 
month for~ a~ ~subscrip~0njo~ 
cable television. 
:The forum concluded with 
statements from the panel 
members. 
The property tax review panel 
is expected to compile its report 
later in the fall and is still accept- 
ingwritten submissions. 
Teachers prepare for changes 
in primary school classrooms 
An air of expectancy pervades 
the primary schools in School 
District 88 as pupils, parents and 
teachers prepare for the coming 
school year, the expectancy 
heightened by the promise of 
changes to come in the whole 
primary program as a result of 
recommendat ions to the 
Sullivan •Royal Commission on 
Education in 1987. 
by Nancy Orr 
sion to introduce continuous 
progress. 
In the coming weeks, more in- 
formation regarding the changes 
proposed and taking place in 
local schools will be examined in 
the Terrace Review. 
Two schools in S.D. 88 will be 
piloting programs in the coming 
'89/'90 school year - -  at South 
Hazelton, the dual entry and 
continuous progress (ungraded), 
and at Thornhill Primary, four 
classes have requested permis- 
~ Kermode Fdendshlp Center 
3313 Kslum Street. 
Terrace, B.C. V801 2N7 
PATHWAY 
During the summer, approxi- 
mately 25 teachers from Terrace 
and District attended workshops 
sponsored by the Ministry of 
Education in Nanaimo and 
Prince George to review in- 
dividual :and cooperative l arn- 
ing. A later group attended a 
workshop sponsored by S;D. 52 
(Prince Rupert) on reporting 
procedures and other practical 
matters. 
Jan Iverson, an experienced 
pr imly  teacher, has been ap- 
pointed as special primary co- 
ordinator for two years in S.D. 
88 to assist in implementing the 
new program, and a steering 
committee of teachers, parents 
~d trustees has been assigned to 
Did you drop out of'school? 
Haveyou been out of work for along time? 
Do you want to work? 
Do you have problems finding a job? 
Here is a chance to Improve your work skills, and over- 
come those employment barriers that exist, learn how 
to search for a Job, and how to keep a Job. Take part in 
work experiences... 
This is a computer assisted, job entry program with a 
high level of life skill Instruction, In an environment like 
that found In the workplace, help will be given so you 
can relate your knowledge and learn Job related skills, 
as well as upgrade your education to that required In 
your job search. 
Information sessions will be held in the Kermode 
Friendship Center, 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. on the 14th 
September, 1989. 
Application forms can be collected from Kermode 
L.  Center, 8:30 to,,4:30 Monday,, , to. Friday, . . . .  ~ : ~  
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The Property Tax Forum that stopped jn Terrace 
lastweek stated after a few meetings'previous'to :this: ~ .: 
one that they were tired of hearing from school 
trustees and others involved in public education issues, 
Finance Minister Mel Couvelier implied that these peo, 
ple are a bunch of spoilsports taking the spotlight ~ 
away from ,'Joe Taxpayer" (what about Josephine?),:: 
under orchestration from the provincial associations '~ 
for trustees and teachers, In Terrace Marilyn Baker, a 
forum member and president of the Union of B.C. 
Municipalities, said trustees hould organize • their own 
"road show"; and Couvelier suggested they'd already 
had their kick at the cat during last year's Royal Com- 
mission on Education hearings. 
There is a message here that this group would ob-  
viously rather not hear. The funding of public educa, 
tion in this province is set up in such a manner that 
residential property taxes are inextricably bound up 
with the school system, and ministers of the Crown 
who choose tO ignore thatwhile trying to analyze the 
taxation system aren't really doing much of a service 
to anyone. Couvelier's half-hearted efense of the 
government's • 24 percent increase in education spend- 
ing over the past three yearsisnrt much of an answer 
to ratepayers who have seen their property taxes go up 
by triple that percentage and more. 
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School District 88 trustee Edna Cooper made a tell- 
ing point  at the forum by pointing out that the public 
education System is now involved in areas far beyond 
basic education - -  " i t ' snot  just education, it's care".  
It's all paid for through taxation in one form or 
another, of  course, Perhaps the reason for concern 
over property taxes is that it's such ab lunt  and honest 
type of taxat ion: you get a bill (indecipherable as it 
may be),-and you go down to city hall and 'pay  it. We 
imagine there would be rather less eoncerni f  (not ithat 
we'.re advocating this)property taxes were paid. . , .  
through some kind of withholding system, like inebme, : .VICTORIA - -  Former B.C. 
tax, at a rate slightly above the actual rate of taxation. Pi-emi6r Bill Bennett intends to 
At the end of the year you get a refund. Less painful, 
more sinister. 
A better way would be to return all or a portion of 
write about his life in the. 
political hot seat.., but not yet.  
Although I had an interesting 
and engaging 75-minute conver- 
taxation powers on non-residential property (and sation with:him in Kelowna last 
perhaps even industrial machinery, now that we're out Wednesday, the publishing of 
of the recession)to local government, with an his memoirs was the only area 
equivalent reduction in provincial taxing authority on it was agreed could be on the 
those same classes. At least we'd  have a clearer idea of record. The rest was fas-. cinating, believe me, but a 
where the money, s coming from and more centre ! deal's a deal 
over  how i t ' s  spent .  
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. Tanned, fit and at ease, and 
looking' at least five years 
younger than'his 57 years, Ben- 
nett said timing of i/s 'release 
was the most important aspect 
of any book about his life with 
father W.A.C, Bennett and of 
his 10 years as premier. 
"If you go too early with 
such a project, you are always 
trying to fight the last battle 
over again. Too late, and no 
one is interested." Bennett said 
former deputy prime minister 
Erik Nielsen had probably gone 
too: soon with his memoirs, .
when later on they might have 
had greater impact and might 
have been written a tad dif- 
ferently. 
The affable former premier 
said although e had not com- 
mitted absolutelyto producing 
a book, there had been several 
overtures from assorted jour- 
nalists and political hangers-on 
who wanted to help him to 
write it. 
"I havekept plenty of notes 
and my files.., and I would ex- 
pect that 10 years is about he. 
right time," said Bennett. 
Chances are, though, that you 
won't have to wait until 1996 
- -  I'm betting he has it rolling 
off the presses within three or 
~ i177i! II~:~ i 
view from 
Victoria' ) , 
. . . . .  i by John Pi le/ : i : 
four years. 
To his credit, Bennett con, 
tinues to keep to his pledge 
made when he resigned in early 
1986 -- that he will not talk 
for the record about he reign 
Of his successor, Bill Vander 
Zalm. 
Pity. 
You may find this hard to 
believe, dear readers, but I 
have considerable empathy for 
Vander Zalm's plight, vis-a-vis 
the crucial by-election i  the 
Cariboo on Sept. 20. 
With at least four prominent 
Socreds who fancy themselves 
as Premier hovering like 
vultures waitingto 'pick over 
his bones if he loses) Vender 
Zalm must feel more embattled 
than ever before in his three 
years as The Boss. (For those 
of you needing a scorecard, the 
aforementioned quartet still ac- 
tively campaigning behind the 
scenes are Attorney=General 
Bud Smith', former Cabinet 
minister Grace McCarthy, 
Speaker John Reynolds and 
Finance Minister Mel 
Couvelier, in order of slather- 
ing eagerness, ambition and an= 
ficipation). 
Couple with that the divisive 
split in the party in the region, 
thanks to the bitterness from 
the family and friends of the 
late MLA Alex Fraser, and 
things couldn't get much worse 
for Vender Zalm. 
And as Vancouver Province 
columnist Brian Kieran so aptly 
pointed out recently, another 
Socred liability is the other 
member for the Cariboo, Neil 
Vant. The appointment ofthe. NDPer Bill Barlee, Their dual 
"polyester preacher" (Kieran's continued on page 5 
: ' :~Y . ~¢- .:: : i.ii ~ ,:~i . - • 
phrase) as .highways minister to ' 
replace the King of the Cariboo 
was the greatest insult o 
Fraser's legacy of hard work 
and loyal dedication. 
Vent, who bears an uncanny 
resemblance to TV's Mr. Dress- 
up.in manner and appearance, 
should not survive a Cabinet 
shuffle if it is held after the by- 
election. He has hardly shone 
in the portfolio. 
If, however, Vender Zalm 
decides to damn the torpedoes 
and go full speed ahead with 
Cabinet changes before Sept. 
20, Vant likely will survive, at 
least for a while, because of the 
vote there, 
With pundits already predict- 
ing a real horse race in 
Cariboo, and saying that the 
Premier would have no choice 
but to step down if the Socreds 
lose, maybe Vender Zalm : 
should fight with any ammu- 
nition he can muster. And I 
suggest that a wholesale 
Cabinet shrike-up, rewarding 
those who deserve it and dump- 
ing those who should be axed, 
would be quite a cannon for 
him to fire across the bows of 
his own Socred ship of state. 
Such a gutsy move sure 
would make them all sit up and 
take notice, and might well 
garner some extra votes among 
the strong:minded people of, : 
the Cariboo. :i i 
Stay tuned. : ,  : i 
While in Penticton earlier in 
the week, I discussed the , , : .. . 
Cariboo vote with each of the 
Boundary-Simiikameen MLAs ' 
. - -  Socred ivan Messmer and 
i:!" .,~ ~i:-,~ : ! 
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s Perfect canlh 
. . . . . .  . . . . .  S, support" 
Th:e ' " ' ' ' ' ' 'Mr  e 
t2.' :parents 
' Contributed by  ' " include couples or single fathers) .what it's like to be a teen parent, ! .-. 
. . . .  Carol Hm'i~on . .  meet once a week with two. .Jill. has also. made .some 
• My five-year-old "baby" is 
starting kindergarten this 
month. This should be a teart;ul, 
sentimental moment in a 
mother's life, but I'm not feel- 
ingthat way. She's been in pre- 
school for the past two years, 
so it's old stuffnow. But I'm 
mentally thumbing through 
kindergarten memories of my 
own. 
When I started school (back 
in the dark-ages), my older 
• ~sister and brother had paved 
_ the way for me. They were 
grown up and sophisticated, 
ages seven and nine, and I 
knew I had a tough act to 
follow. I can remember think= 
ing  how cool and experienced 
they seemed, and I wanted the 
teacher to know I was equally 
as tough. S~I bared my teeth 
like a grizzly and quietly hissed 
whenever she looked my way. 
It seemed like a good idea at 
thetime, but looking back, I 'm 
surethis poor woman thought I 
had rabies. I'd love to see the 
school:records. 
Many years later, when my 
oldest child started kinder- 
garten, I was introduced to our 
educational system's "gradual 
immersion" program. Having 
been a tough, grizzly kid my- 
self, I was surprised to learn 
that tossing a young child into 
a classroom can damage their - 
delicate psyches, so the schools 
start- slowly, with a few hours 
in the classroom each week, 
by Stephanle Wlobe 
gradually :building up to the 
full 2 ¼ hours daily,, to make 
their entrance into kindergarten 
"a pleasant experience"~ I went 
along with this, being a, 
psychologically "hip" person. 
Never mind that most of the 
kids nowadays have been ira-. 
mersed in a Preschool system. 
for two or more years, and are 
more prepared, for kindergarte n 
than a college graduate. The. 
five-year-olds I hang out with 
are chomping at the bit,-- .they 
are rarin' to go. 
But the gradual immersion 
idea has continued, possibly to 
protect the delicate psyche of 
the teacher. If I were in a room 
with 15 chattering five-year- 
olds, I'd need some •time to ad- 
just, too. 
So off she goes,.wide-eyed, 
with lunchbox in hand, ready 
to jointhe ranks o f  the "b ig  
kids". I hope this school 
realizes what a special .child 
they're getting. She's the baby, 
the last one to leave the nest,. 
following in her older sibling's 
path. She's the one who's 
soothers weren't sterilized twice 
a day, the one with a half- 
empty baby book. With this 
one we said, "Oh well, she'll 
potty train herself if we wait 
long enough." A final excited 
wave, and she's gone. 
I'm not sentimental. My 
baby. When she bares her teeth 
and growls at the teacher, I 
wonder if they'll understand. 
Sue:is 18, new in town and the 
single mother of five-month-old 
Kara. J i l l  is 24, separated from 
her husband, and has two small' 
children, Kevin, 5, and Michelle, 
2. Both these women are lonely 
and although they love their 
children, are often frustrated by 
the children's behavior..Sue and 
Jill• also worry that they will not 
know what to do if a child gets 
sick or Iaurt. With no other adult 
around with .whom to share 
ideas and :information, this is=i 
scary feeling. 
Sue and Jill have joined a 
parents', group which is helping 
them With these difficult situa- 
tions. It, is called "Nobody's 
Perfect" and is sponsored by the 
B.C. Ministries of He,~lth and 
Social Services and Housing. In 
Terrace "Nobody's .Perfect" is 
offered through the Women's 
Resource Centre and the Skeena' 
Health Unit. Sue's social worker 
t01d her~ about it; Jill heard 
about it from a friend whose 
sister had attendS.• 
• For five weeks a group of 
about 10 women (some groups 
group leaders to talk about the 
problems (and joys) of. parent- 
hood. Each person or couple 
receives a package of easy-to- 
read books, free of charge, each 
one dealing with a different 
topic: safety, body (health), 
mind, behavior and. parents. 
These books are used in the 
groups, and parents can look 
things up in them at home. The 
sessions are flexible and infor- 
mal, and include a coffe  break 
with a nutritious nack. Trans- 
portation and child care are pro- 
vided if needed, o
One of the main benefits of 
"Nobody's Perfect" is the sup- 
port which groupmembers give 
each other. Sue made friends 
with another 18-year-old; Linda, 
and now the two young •mothers 
babysit for each other, go  for 
walks together with their babies, 
and most important, each has 
someone who really understands 
friends in the group. She now 
,has people to phone.when she 
needs someone to talk to, and 
has discovered that other peo- 
ple's children have temper tan- 
trums too. She and her new 
friends can actually laugh now 
about some of the things their 
kids do. Jill is thinking about 
going back to school to complete. 
Grades 10 to 12. She feels better 
about herself since she found 
that people in the groupaetuaily 
listened to what she said. 
If you or someone you know 
Would like to join a "Nobody's 
Perfect" group, please call Can- 
dice, 635-2116, or Carol, 
638-3310, to apply Or for more 
information. 
People in the examples above 
are imaginary, but are based on 
• possible l i fe situations o f  No- 
body's Perfect part!cipants,-and 
on actual outcomes of group ses- 
sions. 
Talk of the Town returnsnextweek 
September songs: events in h istory l  
- o 
. , " ,  • • . , . . 
Compiledby Tom Tagged 
Sept. 1: 1914: Death of "Martha", age 12, the last Passenger Pigeon, R.I.P. 
Sept. 4: 
Sept. 5: 
Sept. 7: 
Long-time district Sept. 8: 
.... staffer takes retirement 9, Sept. 10 
::-,~,~, ,. , School District #88 gave up a 
~ valuable mployee on August 31 
with the resignation of Alice 
" Quantz, confidential secretary 
to the secretary-treasurer, BarrY 
Piersdorff. 
by Nancy On' 
Mrs. Quantz has been with the 
District for 11 years and plans to 
move to the Okanagan with her 
husband, Reg, who retired from 
Transport Canada last June. 
Speaking of her years with the 
School Board office, Quantz 
said she had enjoyed working 
with the staff and would miss 
them. 
P i for - -  continued from page4 
"There have been such great -Sept. 11: 
changes in the office," she said, 
"I have seen it develop from the 
old non-correcting typewriters Sept..12: 
tO the  present IBM Word 
Perfect system. With fhe old 
machines, we had to use carbons 
for copying -- a mistake in the 
original had to be carefully cor- 
rected on every copy in the type- 
writer. 
"And changes in the staff - -  
since I • started there have been 
seven secretary-treasurers." She 
added with a laugh, "I hope I 
haven't been the causel" 
The staff honored Mrs, 
Quantz on Thursday at lunch a t  
the Bavarian Inn. 
riding experienced a stunning 
by-election rout of the Vander 
Zalm Socreds in June of 1988, 
and comparisons with the cur- 
rent contest are inevitable. 
Barlee, who will be in the 
Cariboo next week to hustle 
votes for the NDP standard- 
bearer David Zirnhelt, predicts 
they'll win by 2,000 votes. 
Messmer admits the by- 
election is going to be close, 
and that it is a vital, pivotal 
event in the political ife of Bill 
Vander Zaim. 
Parting Thought: It seems 
that at the Socred eausuc re- 
treat in Radium Hot Springs 
and Invermere last week, 
changes to the party's constitu- 
tion were discussed regarding 
an interim leader. Seems the 
party executive wanted the time 
extended between the appoint- 
ment of an interim leader and 
the holding of a leadership con- 
vention. This was expanded to 
10 months, from 60 days. I am 
:i told not to read too much into 
?thiS~ but it does make one 
wonder about why this change, 
just now, doesn't it'/ 
Sept. 13: 
Sept. 14: 
Sept. 15: 
Sept. 16: 
Sept. 17: 
Sept; 18: 
Sept; 19: 
sept.. 2o:. 
Sept. 22: 
Sept. 23: 
Sept. 24: 
Sept. 26: 
Sept. 27: 
Sept, 29: 
Sept, 30: 
WW2 begins(1939), 54,800,000 deaths ensue, including 300,000 Yanks. 
Wall Street spy plane (KAL007) zapped over Sakhalin Island, USSR (198~ 
Thomas More's "Utopia" rushed to print in England (1516). 
End Of the Trail for He Chi Minh (1969), Vietnamese patriot, 
Canada exchanges Trudeauism for Toryism (1984), 
LABOUR DAY, 1989 (U.S. and Canadian equivalent to May Day). 
Lynette 'Squeaky' Fromm gets jail for not shooting President Ford 09751 
'INDEPENDENCE DAY, BRAZIL (1822). 
15-year-old Margaret German (30-25-32) wins first Miss America contest 
Nixon appointee, Gerald Ford, grants full pardon to Nixon (1974).• . i 
WORLD LITERACY DAY. 
Long March of the Great Helmsman, Mao Zedong, comes to end (1976). 
CIA and ITT make.successful hit against Chilean democracy (1973). 
Birth of the author, D.H. Lawrence 0885). 
Ty; Cobb retires 0928)i .and Pete Rose• gets base hit #4192 0985). 
Death of the poet (1958) Robert Se~ice, Bard of I;he 'Klondike. 
Emiliano Zapata elected to: to~/n Coim¢il of'Anenecuitco, Mexico (1909). 
Jack Kennedy and Jackie Bouvier marry(1953), Camelot reincarnates. 
Death of South African prisoner, Steve Bik6, and poet Robert Lowell (19 
Plains. of Abraham: Wolfe & Montcalm los.e, England wins (1759). 
USA: Star Wars (SDI) gratis Of "D~th" Reagan and cast of millions (1985). i~.!!iii• 
Aristocratic poet Dante Alighieri stePS down (1321). ~: 
1752: Implementation f Gregorian calendar wipes Sept. 3rd to 13th from history. !~:!~ 
Russians torch Moscow before Napoleon 0812) who exclaims: "What a people!"..• !:!~, 
1968: Detroit Tiger pitcher Denny McLain goes prime time to win Game #30. • ,: I~:: 
Soviet ,Premier Khrushchev denied admittance to Disneyland (1959). 
FULL MOON, 1989. 
HMS Mayflower departs England seek!ng a "New World" (1492). :. 
Birth of the librarian, Sir Antonio Panizzi (1797). : ~: 
Birth of Greta Gustafson (1905) aka: Garbo. : : 
Birth of Samuel Johnson (1709), lexicographer, essayist and critic. 
First issue of New York Times hits streets (1851) for one cent per copy. 
Mexico City earthquake, 8.1 on Richter scale '(1985), :followed by. 7.3 nex 
Death of the Poet, Alexis Saint-Leger Leger aka: St.-John Perse (1975). ~ :~.i 
Pope John Paul II takes Fort SimPson, NWT by storm (1987). ~:  
Rome: Fascist Police Chief, Pietro Caruso gets firing squad (1944). 
AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, 1989. 
Death of the poet, Pablo Neruda (1973). 
Sarah Jane Moore gets jail for not shooting President Gerald Ford (1975). : 
Chicago: Extra Strength Tylenol brings headache to America (1982). 
Chicago: Cubs clinch Nationfil League East Division (1984). 
Explorer Vasco deBalboa finds Pacific Ocean right where it had always been (15 
Meuse-Argonne: Final battle of The Great War commences (1918). ~ ) ii~i~iiiii-:~: !. 
Cartoonist Thomas Nast becomes animated (1840), : !!:!:i!, ~ : 
Death of the mystic, Pierre Bernard aka: "Oom the Omnipotent" (i955). 
Warren Report bombs by saying Oswald was a loner (1964), many unbelievers. 
Los Angeles: Death of the actress, Clara Bow (1965), ada: the "It" girl. 
Canadian politician AI Passarell 'crosses the bar" (1986). 
1000: Leif Ericson's Norsemen drop anchor in Vinland (((EVENT OF 
1978: Death of Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, R.I.P. 
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: : :Caledonia '89: claSs:schOl:  ,: 
Contributed by ~- 
Caledonia School staff 
• Bill Sturn, former principal of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School, and Tom Hamakawa, 
present principal, Say that they 
are very pleased with the recent- 
ly released Provincial Sch01ar- 
ship Examination results. 
To qualify for a Provincial 
Scholarship, the successful stu- 
dent had to achieve a total Stan- 
dard Ministerial Score (SMS) 
of at least 1,700. The lowest 
allowable score in any examina- 
tion was 475. Over 1,300 
students fromthroughout B.C. 
qualified this year for these 
scholarships. The top 20 were 
awarded $2,000 each. 
Ten Caledonia gradu~ttes 
qualified for $1,000 Provincial 
Scholarships. They are: 
m Jeff Tupper ($500) T.D.T.A. 
-m Scholarship; :($!,000) B.C. 
, Pr0~,incial Scholarship; 
• :($3;000 :iper year: for ,four 
years) .U.B.C,:i. Chancellor's 
~ ' Scholarship;~:-($500) B.C. 
. Passport tff'~.Edue:ation- 
Credits:-Nom~j~ated by UBC 
for a Canada .Scholarship 
valued at $2,000 per year'for 
four years UBC (Computer 
Science/Mathematics). :
)~1, .  
0 
• •Andrew Davis -- Algebra 
(585);  Biology 12 (561); 
Chemistry 12(610); History 12 
(580); Physics 12 (499). Qualify- 
ing SMS total isl,775. 
• Josh Eades -  Algebra 12 
(532); Chemistry 12 (679); 
History 12 (615); Physics 12 
(668). Qualifying SMS total is 
1,962. . 
• Janet Lennox -- Chemistry 
12 (624); French 12 (706); 
History 12 (600); English 
Literature 12 (673). Qualifying (659); Geography (548); Physics 
SMS total is 2,003. 12 (608). Qualifying SMS total is 
t Tony Marques - -  Algebra:i2. 1,839. 
(545);. Biology . 12 : (627); .l Jeremy Smith --.Algebra 12 
Chemistry 12 (556); French 12: (545); Chemistry 12 (536); 
(499);. Physics:12 (568). Qualify-, Geography 12 (666); Physics 12 
ing SMS total is 1,751.. : (529), Qualifying SMS total is 
• Kelle Pegg - -  Biology !2 
(683); Chemistry i2 (526); 
Geography 12 (537). Qualifying 
SMS total is 1,746. . - 
) Edward Roo.dzant. --  
Algebra 12(572); Chemistry 12 
: / ,,!i iii iiiii!i!i " • " : . . '  ~":':2~: .~-.~:;,~i~."-. . ' ,  "~':.'!:~:'!!:::~<:~: 
. . . .  . .  ':~:-i~!i~_"'. ~.: 'i!~!~ii;~:;~: 
• : : " : : !~:~ i : : i : ;~ i~. - " .  :. :?~!i;~i~iliiiiii: 
• : :  -:~!~i:!i~i~i~!;:~:<~ :::: : ;;! i;!~i:iii:: 
: 1,747. 
o Tina Thomas --: Biology 12 
(579); French 12 (538); History 
12.(615). Qualifying SMS total-is 
1,732, 
t .Jeff Tupper -- Algebra 12 
Tony Marques ($700) John 
and Ellen Bastin Schlarship; 
($1,000) B.C. Provincial 
Scholarship; ($500) B.C. 
Passport to Education 
Credits UBC (Engineering). 
Chloe Asti-Rose ($650) 
Walter Yeo Scholarship; 
($2,250 per year for four 
years) S.F.U. Dean's 
Scholarship; ($250) B.C. 
Passport to Education Credit 
S.F.U. (Political Science/ 
Women's Studies). 
" . • " : . : '  , :~. ' . : : :x~;, : - : . :~<::: :  : .  . . . . .  
. .  . . . !  .: ....- . .::!i...,...:~,!!: ::: I~.~..,:::. . .  : . 
• " ' • - ,  , " . s , : ' :  " : '~ : : " :  : - : :$?<. .  ' '  . '  . 
, . . . - ,  .:~.- ~.. ! . ' :  :i 
Andy Davis ($500) L~ry 
Swanson Scholarship; 
($1,000) B.C..,Provincial 
Scholarship; ($500) B.C. 
Passport to  Education 
Credits UBC (Pre-Dentistry). 
t 
(637); 
Janet Lennox ($1,000) 
Aluminum Company of 
Canada Silver Anniversary 
Special Scholarship; ($1,050) 
Frank Morris ~ Scholarship; 
($1,000) B.C. Provincial 
Scholarship; ($5,000) UBC 
Premier's Award of Ex- 
cellence;(at least $2,500 per 
year for five years) T.S. 
McPherson (Univ. of Vic- 
toria) Entrance Scholarship; 
($500) B.C..Passport to 
Education~redits University• 
of Victoria/(C~emistry). • 
September: 
Arthritis 
month 
..ql~ 
Chemistry: 12 
Physics 12 (608)., Qualifying 
SMS total is 1,882. 
• Becky Wilkerson- Biology 
12 (583); English Literature 12 
(697); History 12 (500). Qualify- 
ing SMS total is 1,790. 
Aecord!ng to Bill Sturn and 
Tom Hamakawa, the successful 
recipients and their teachers 
deserve agreat deal of Credit for 
these excellent results. Con- 
gratulations on a superb job. • 
~ ~:::~:.~:'~:'~ >: : : : : :  : : : : : : :  : l  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  
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Ed Roodzant ($350) Frank 
Morris Scholarship; ($200) 
Caledonia Scholarship; 
.($1,000) B.C. Provincial 
Scholarship; ($500)B.C. 
passpor t  to Education 
Credits UBC (Engineering). 
. . . . . .  • • - , . 
(637); - .', - 
Josh Eades ($500) T.D.T.A. 
Scholarship; ($5,000 u.S.) 
per ye~ for four years) 
Oklahoma', State q:lniversity 
Entrance Scholarship; 
($1,000) B.C. Provincial 
Scholarship; ($500) B.C. 
Passport to Education 
Credits Oklahoma State 
University_ (Chemical or 
i Aeronautical Engineering). 
! ' :2  : ' : : : / : : : : : ' : !4  
• ,.,.< • z+'~,~+ 
• .::-~:~:~;!~ :@ 
Kelle Pegg ($750) Centennial 
Lions Club of Terrace 
Scholarship; ($300) McDon- 
ald's Scholarship; ($400) 
Northwest Real Estate Board 
Scholarship; ($1,000) B.C. 
Provincial Scholarship; 
($500) B.C. passport to 
Education Credits UBC 
(Commerce). 
THE 
ARTHRITII 
: ~ ' : " " :i!~:!! ~: :~i~:• ' -  - - ~  ! 
Tina Thomas ($1.~000) Ter-. 
race Blue Back:S~im Club 
Scholarship; ::~($!i~) B.C. 
Pr oviticial: s Scl~:~lar ship ;" 
Univ6rsit~ of Vic- ($1,500) 
toria Entrance.;~hoiaxship;"h-- 
$475) , B.C :Passport to: 
Education Credits University 
of Victoria (Pacific Rim 
Studies/Law followed by a 
career in Diplomacy). 
Scholarship~ ($1,000) B.C. 
• Provincial Scholarship; 
($5.00) B.C. Passport to 
Education Credits Brigham 
Young University (Jour- 
nalism/political Science. 
Je~e'my S .m!!h  ~- ($ I ,000)  Ter- 
race Blue B~ek Swim Club 
Scholarship; .($1,000) B.C. 
Provincial Scholarship; 
($500) B.C. Passport to 
Education Credits. Nomi- 
nated 'by NWCC -for .a 
Canada Scholarship valued 
.at.e2,000 per year for four 
years - NWCC (Computer 
Science). 
i 
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SUNDAY: 
MONDAY: 
TUESDAY: 
:!:!~i I )  AT 4:30 P .M,  
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. : :~)::: :)~~,:i : :C~adlan Paraplegi~i:~'N~i~gt!bn)i:,i:i:!::: I 
Games  
Society ~!:'!i;~:~ 
Swim Club ~:"~>>:~'~ 
B.C. Paraplegic~:ndafi0n::  ::::: 
:i: Terrace Peaks ~~f i~: ! :~ i~b " 
:: Kinsmen Club i i i~::(~i:=~):~/ ,• 
~ou l  Have a N~i~d~l i : : : ;  
Games 
L¢;  
Yes, we now have your favorite selection of Importst" 
635-6300 
t, 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Friday ~aturaay, Sunday - -  Open Holidays - - :  :, 
A ___  . _  t4  - - -  11  a m .  Jn  11  n m_  
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byAllen Wootton 
As I am writing this, the spacecraft Voyager 2 is nearing the 
planet Neptune and it is with great anticipation that I, and I am 
sure, many of.you, look forward to seeingthe pictures of this • 
most distant planet. - - - " . 
To get the pictures, strategically-placed tracking stations " 
throughout he world will pick up the veryweak signals from. - : .~ 
Voyager 2 and turn them into the incredible views..with which we 
.have become .familiar due to this same spacecraft's close ap- 
proach to.Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus. Voyager 2's last close en- 
counter with a planet is one that I remember particularly.well 
because my, wife and I'happened to be at the tracking station at 
Tidbinbilla, Australia on January 25, 1986 whenthe,photos of 
Uranus' moon Miranda were arriving. 
.At the time there was much excitement there because of the 
new and different worlds .that were being shown to us by this 
remarkable spacecraft. I am sure that the close approach to Nep- 
• tune this week will be no less revealing .and that it will give us all 
lots to think about regarding the formation of the Solar System• 
Often when people think Of the planets theymention Venus; 
Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn as .planets •they have seen• Some, re,vie 
have seen Mercury too, although it is quite a lot harder to see 
from our northern, and mountain-surrounded location than the 
other four. Ancient:people knew of only these five, You can see 
Uranus without needing optical aid; however, and it. is possible to  
do so this month• If you use-a pair of binoculars you can see 
Neptune as well• 
To help you with your search, I have adapted a map from the 
July issue of "Sky and Telescope" magazine, page 66. You can 
find this magazine in the Terrace Public Library if you would 
like to see the more detailed map that is shown there• 
If you have access to a telescope, you can actually see the discs 
of both these planets, though this is quite difficult to do for Nep- 
tune. Both have a slightly blue-green tinge to them. If you have 
only binoculars and you want to be sure that what you are seeing 
really is one or the other of these planets, you will have to keep 
careful records of this area of the sky over a period of a few 
weeks. Sketch the star positions a few degrees to theleft of 
Saturn to find Nept~: !~d about five degrees to the rigl~r to 
find Uranus. (The width of your finger:held at arm's le.ng~li 
covers about 2°):; You should gnd theistar pos i t ionsre in  the. 
same relative to ,he  another~whereas ~turn ,  Uranus, ~d Nep- i 
tune move agai~i.'thebac~ound of ~s:  '~ . "  ,:::":~~ 
• • . .  Of Course you shoUldn't"~neglect tolook at Saturn ~vhlle you 
are searching for,the other two planets. It is one o f  the most 
beautiful sights in the night sky. Unfortunately a binocular view 
only hints at its true• splendor; with these you can see Saturn:~ 
Galileo might have --  a slightly elongated, yellowish white dis,. i 
With a small telescope the view is much more satisfying. WitIr.i 
this sort of, instrument you can see Saturn's ring clearly separated 
, from the disc and, as well, you can see its.largest moon, Titan. 
Jupiter will be visible this month too.. It rises about midnight 
• and will be high in the, southern sky at sunrise. 
Besides these planets, September is a good month •for noticing 
the "Summer Triangle" aster, sin. Three bright stars mark the 
corners of this triangle which encompasses the constellations 
Lyre, Cygnus, and Aquila. I have enduded a map so you can 
find these constellations as well. 
The fall equinox occurs at 6:20 p.m. on Friday, September 22. • 
The Terrace Astronomical Society will begin its second year of 
operation on Tuesday, September 19. The meeting will be held in 
the Terrace Public Library at 7:30 p.m. All • interested peol)le are 
• most welcome to attend• 
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See:our NEW Lab featuring 
' W,C.B.INDUSTRIALFIRST.AIDTRAINING ' !~  s ta te -o f - the -ar t  optical 
Sponsored by• Northwest First Aid Training. Agency 
COurse Date. September 18 to September 29 
Course Time: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.  E COFFEE 
Monday to Friday 
Instructor:. Roger Cloutler 
Location: Mills Memorial Hospital ' 
Phone 845,7752 
For informa!lon and registration 
• .Also In TERRACE .. 
W.C.B. SURVIVAL FIRST AID COURSE 
Sunday, September 17 
: . . : :  From 8:30 a,m; to 4:30.p.m• 
- I "1 T" I  1 " f '+~ " I  . . . . .  T i ,  
I 
I 
Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd. 
4608 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 658-034! 
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Northern Games agreement set  
The 1991 Northern B.C.:Winter Gamesfor Terrace is 
now signed, sealed and delivered. 
tion, .but we are leaning to 
handicapped sports and some of 
the more competitive-type 
events that are played in our 
area .  
"Forexample,. we're !ooking 
Th0msen explained it to us.. at sportsAike cribbage and 
"For the first time ever, the snowmobiling, which .aren't in 
We haven't really decided yet, 
but something will.bein action 
by next spring." 
On the immediate agenda is a 
meeting of our board of direc- 
• tors with Chetwynd's organizers 
(hosts with Hudson Hope .and 
Tumbler Ridge .in 1990)to get 
some viewpoints on what to ex- 
pect in the next months~ 
 pose charnpions 
• .. The Terrace mixed slo- 
pitch softball league came to 
: season,s end August 26 with 
the championship and con- 
solation finals. All Seasons 
Expose won the title on a 6-5 
victory over Skeena Hotel: 
Terrace Hotel won the con- 
solation playoff on a 7 -bv ic  
tory over River Rats. River - 
Ratswonthe Larry.Swanson 
Memorial Trophy as . .  most 
sportsniaidike team. The 
playoff eatured eight teams 
, overall in a singie knockout 
series from the 22nd't0 26th; 
B.C. Northern Winter Games . the regular program. '; 
Society has signed a contract We asked Thomsen if he felt 
with the City of Terrace and the. the new Shames ski hill would be 
school hoard. In the past,, it was ready in time for the Games, or 
sponsored by one body,but with 
the school facilities being mud 
heavily at the Games, it was sug- 
gested that they both co-host the 
event in a Co-sponsorship situa- 
tion." i q . 
Thomsen said the co- 
sponsoring idea has been 
floating around for quite a 
while, and the school board cer- 
tainly deserves recognition for 
their efforts. 
This will be the third Winter 
Games to be held in Terrace. We 
had a Northern Games in 1983 
and a B.C. Winter Games in 
1986. 
Although it's still more than 
one year away (early February, 
1991), Thomsen said they.do.n't 
expect much change in the sports 
roster.. 
"Our sports package is still 
being put together in conjunc- 
tion with our board of directors 
of the Terrace group. There's at 
least 12 compulsory sports, plus 
another dozen optional sports. 
"Right now we have no 
special sports under considera- 
, would we be forced to hold them 
at Smithers or Prince Rupert? 
"We're hoping Shameswill be 
ready. We've been talking with 
the ski people and they're confi- 
dent the facility will be ready by 
then." 
• How about volunteers at this 
time? 
"With the exception of two 
sports on our board of directors, 
which we expect to be filled 
shortly, voluntary help is not 
really needed. However, if 
you're keen to get your finger in 
the pie, then phone recreation 
director Steve Scott at the arena 
office (638-1174)." 
Billeting is a major job that 
has to be done several weeks 
before the Games, so we asked 
him what me .t.hod they planned 
to use to get housing, for the 
hundreds of 'athletes 'expected. 
"In 1982 we sent teens around 
house-to-house to line up billets. 
This hiring of student help is one 
method. Others include advertis- 
ing on radio, TV and in the 
newspapers, or a telephone blitz. 
Terrace divers win 
B.C. summer medals 
The Terrace Diving Club has 
only four members as it closes 
down for its initial season, but 
they're hoping to increase their 
membership when the new 
season opens in January. 
The teenagers attended three 
events this summer, and are 
looking forward to a provincial 
invitational workshop sometime 
this month at which one of the 
instructors will be China's na- 
tional coach. 
Starting on July 21 weekend, 
BradHanson and Shane Illings- 
worth travelled to the B.C. Sum- 
mer Games in SurreY. Com- 
peting in the 15-16 age group, 
Shane placed fifth on the one- 
meter board while Brad took 
ninth. 
In the regional finals at the 
B.C. Summer Diving Associa- 
tion meet at Prince George, 
Scott McGinlay won a silver 
medal on the one-meter board in 
men's 17-and-over. Fred Lain- 
brick took the bronze medal in 
the same event. 
At the provincial finals for 
B.C.S.D.A,, Scott won bronze 
for 17.and-over in one meter. 
His score was 263.95. Fred won 
• . ,  t 
bronze in the three-meter vent : 
for 17.and-over, His scorewas 
231.48. I 
Newcomers wishing to learn 
diving and interested in becom- 
ing club members should contact 
the coach at the swimming pool. 
Contributed:ib~i Kim! COMelro 
Y .p '  it's beet{ a:10ngl hot, rac' 
quetless ummer, but it's been 
worth the wait! The Northwest, 
" Community : College Students' 
Association (NWCCSA) is very 
Racqu;ets anld fitness 
c elnter open at college ; i 
protid to announce that renova- 
tions are complete at The Stu- 
dent Body Racquet & Fitness 
Centre (formerly Terrace Rac- 
quet & Fitness Centre). We gave 
the center aboost with new paint 
and flooring. Doors opened Sep- 
tember 5, but our long awaited, 
not-to-be-missed-excitement- 
packed-grander-than-grand 
opening will be Saturday, Sept. 
23. 
Now that the NWCCSA is 
operating the facility, does that 
mean only students may use it? 
Absolutely not!! We invite 
everyone to take advantage of 
our two racquet courts,' weights 
and exercise quipment, lounge 
sauna and showers. We've also 
introduced two new services - -  
towel• and locker --  to make 
your experience at the Student 
Body a quality one. We'are also 
offering squash and racquetball 
lessons this fall, as well as 
walleyball, You'll find our 
membership prices very afford- 
able tool We are located on the 
NWCC Terrace Campus. 
The NWCCSA is a non-profit. 
society, so all proceeds from the 
racquet center will be returned 
to our association to upgrade 
our facility, improve student ac- 
tivities and enhance the quality 
of campus fife for our students. 
So, if you would like more infor- 
mation or would like to book a 
court, give us. a call at 635-4009. 
Our friendiy staff would love to 
hear from you! 
The scores are... 
m " m" d' ~ r--'~L k" ~" ~h~  '~ k ~ A N N U A L  TERRACE SCRUB SOFTBALL 
~'"~ - :  ~ TOURNAMENT:  ROUND.ROBIN 
. . . .  AUGUST 20 TO 25 
August 20 
• PsychoSec 16, Bookworms 7 
Saints 11, Woolworths 8 
August 21 
Northern Strikers 28; C.N.R.A. 8: 
Castouts 18, Blue Jays 11 
K.Martlans 12, Hairbusters 8 
Dave's Plumbing 19, Klteelas K.Y.P.A. 8 
Moonlighter 22, French Connection9 
Inn of the West 15, Bunters 13 • 
Woolworths 10, Brew Crew 7 
Saints 21, Bookworms 7 
August 22 
Saints 17, Brew Crew 6 
~CE YOUTH SOCCER 
n 
2, Terrace Travel 1 
L Sawmills 0 
s 1, Carlyle Shepherd 0 
Jnderbirds 1 
e 5, Co-op 5 
August 23 
Northern Strikers 12, ( 
Bluejays 21, O.N.R.A. 
Dave's Plumbing 20, I-t 
K.Martlans 13, Kiteela 
Moonlighter 21, Bunte 
Inn of the West 32, Frq 
Bookworms 15, Wooly 
August 24 
Bookworms 18, Brew Crew 10 .~ 
Bunters 20, French Connection 12 
Moonlighters 32, Inn of the West 16 
Kltseles K.Y.O.A. 16, Halrbustere 5 - i~iiiii:ii~i!: 
Dave's Plumbing 23, K.Martians 12 
Castouts 37, C.N.R.A. 8 ::i. ~ :!~i~ii!'!iii i 
Northern Strikers 24, B 
Saints 7, Psycho Ch Ick 
August 25 
Psycho Chickens 24, B 
Sue wins, Ed second 
Terrace's Ed Ansems seldom 
loses a 10-kilometer foot race, 
but he did Aug. 26 weekend at 
"the Smithers' Fall Fair annual 
run when a younger Richard 
Harrison placed first, pushing 
the veteran Ansems into second 
pla~, Harrison of  Smithers ran 
the circuit in 32 minutes, 28 sec- 
onds, Ansems was t imed in 
33.59 to grab top  spot for the 
• 
Sue Simpson of Terrace won 
the women's ide in 39.48, She 
was seventh overall out of a 
group of 36 runners. 
Three other Terrace runners 
placed high up in final stand- 
ings. Diana Wood was third' 
fastest behind Simpson, while 
Marilyn Earl won the masters' 
women's class for 35-and-older 
in 49,55. Nell Fleischmann took 
-th|-rd in his masterS' c ia~,  
It's somewhat different from 
all past agreements with the 
NBC Games Society. inthat the 
school district is included as a 
co-partner with the City of Ter- 
race. 
Local Games' chairman Glen 
i n m i xed s lo.piIch 
" " ' - " , ,- '~k .~t~. - -  
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b match 
:iDa~,e's Plumbing and Heating a one-day single elimination at, 
Iieeded four extra innings to beat ~Riverside Park.  .... 
the Saints* for the 1989 annuall In the  opening quarter-final 
Terrace scrub softball tourna-: playoff,. Strikers knocked out:  
menttitle on Aug. 27. . K-Martians, ~. while Dave!s 
In  ~the l l-inning champion- : eliminated ::Psycho Chickens, 
sl~ip game ofthe 17-team season :M0onfighters~5oUncedl out the 
wrapup, Dave's scored the win- 
ner with one out, posting ascore 
of13,12. 
• .!n!!..i.the .consolation final, 
Northern "Strikers had little 
trouble, i n knocking off Moon-  
- lighters 18-7. 
!i The initial series featured four 
• groups in round-robin action. 
Thebesteight then advanced to 
Castouts; and Saints ousted, Inn 
~of the West. " 
:Dave's'downed theStrikers, 
and...Saints", trimmed* :Moon-  
lighters in the-semi-finals 
All round-robin openers were 
played eVenings fromAug. 20 t ° .  
25. Scores from round-robin are 
in this week's corebo~d. 
• ,~i ~, -inn • ~ . . Smuthers ( olf Clu,b t 
gets clubhouse glran 
• - . : . 
The Smithers Golf Club has a 
new clubhouse on the ~ horizon 
and f'mancial support from the 
pro~,ince already in the bag. 
A "Go BC" grant for 
$193,000 hasbeen approved for 
anew structure. Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker delivered the good 
news to golf club members on 
Aug. 27 weekend. 
The grant is one-third of the 
estimated overall cost. 
A club spokesman says they 
hope to start construction ext 
fall. 
Dave's Plumbing and Heating had to go 11 innings before scoring a 13-12 victory over the 
Saints in the championship game of the annUal Terrace scrub softball tournament on 
Aug. 27. 
Fastball trophy for Northwest team r-e:A. ALL.WEATHER GARDENER m 
The Smithers' Hudson Bay In thefinal, Smithersdowned Following their zone victory ! wnth  a SOLAR OPTIC GREENHOUSE 
Lodge Blues came home a win- North Delta 10-7 by scoring at Port Clements, they picked up I THE ULTIMATE IN GREEN HOUSES! ! 
Tony Powell from Sandspit and 
Rick Romer from Prince IN . ram ...-- 
ner from the B.C. intermediate 
'C' men's fastball champion, 
ships at Richmond on August 26 
Weekend: 
They won the title with four 
• straight victories 'following a 
first-round bye. 
Sixteen teams entered the 
event, but only 15 turned up. 
Smithers had won the Northwest 
zone earlier in a playoff at Port 
Clements. 
itself 
Coming 
events 
"n u loca l  
 ,sports 
:~It's registration weekend for 
Terrace sports at the Skeena 
Mall this Friday and Saturday. 
Here's the information. 
:Minor hockey -- Friday (6 to 
8:30 .p.m.) and Saturday (10 
a.m. to 5 p.m.). Also, an equip. 
merit swap Saturday from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Players with 
sweaters and goalie equipment 
from last season should return it 
during sign-up. 
Figure skating -- all levels --  
Friday (6:30 to 8:30 p.m.) and 
Saturday (10 a.m. to 3 p.m.). A 
skate and equipment swap goes 
atthe same times. For informa- 
tion, Lphone Kelly (635-5133). 
Kitimat has registration day 
for most sports on Saturday 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at River- 
lodge. 
Terrace minor softball young- 
sters can pick up their team pic- 
tures Friday from 5 to 8 p.m. at 
the Skeena Mall. 
The Skeena Valley Junior 
Golf Club is hosting its annual 
club championship this Saturday 
and Sunday. Information is 
available at the golf course. 
three times in the last inning to 
break a tie. They earlier defeated 
Kamloops6-3, beat Vancouver 
12-6 and downed Port Alberni 
8-5 to.gain a berthin the final. ~ 
Smithers won all four games 
by coming from behind in each 
case, and wound up being 
named the 'Cardiac Kids'. 
Keeps 
Rupert. 
Greg Bergeron was named the 
tournament's best pitcher, ona  
record of two wins and* two 
saves. Tony Powell was selected 
most valuable player. He batted 
.777, includingthree home runs. ~t 
I 
AREYOU GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? 
AND *ASK FOR RAINER. 
IF  NOT .... 
CALL 635-3444 
- ONE-on-ONE Training inMost  Business Applicatiolns 
. ON-SlEE Software Troubleshooting 
• '- AccOUNTING Software Installation& Convemion$ in major 
Including .ACCPAC; BEDFORD, & HEW. I/I.EWS 
. GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEm SETUP 
I ,~ ,s ,  G~,euA SVS~.S.p.o. BOX ~.  m~CS LC.. V~ 4138 :n 
[ , , , (604) 635-3444. , . I 
" e  
0 "~:0 o 
Qe°Oo 
CATCH THE ACTION 
Vis i t  the  Nor thorn  Motor  Inn ,  fo r  
nightly entertainment. Come to 
where the ACTION is. 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
655-6375 
II IV II II I I . . . . . . .  
',The Summedander" 
Manufactured by: Imperial Plastics Ind. 
Box 1110, Summedand, B.C. V0H 129 
PH: (604), 494-$226 
Sales 11 a.m, to 5 p.m. 
warmer in 
winter, cooler in summer. 
Automatical ly regulates 
temperature and humidity. 
Prover1 in B:C., Alta., Yukon 
virtual ly  impervious to  
wind & hail. 
BROW VEGETABLES & 
FLOWERS IN ALL WEATHER 
16' long, 8' wide, 8' high. Extend- 
able In five foot Increments (Other 
sizes available).• Moulded from a 
special formula fiberglass. No 
maintenance, first cost, only cost. 
Has it own foundation. Heats for 
much less than a conventional 
greenhouse.. 
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER 
Delivered and assembled, with a 20 
year warranty. 
At: Lot next to Petro Canada 
On: September 13, 14, 15, 16 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY 
NEEDS 
COACH ES, MANAG ERS, 
DIVISION HEADS 
& REFEREES 
FOR THE COMING SEASON 
If willing to help contact: 
Dick Kilborn - -  635-3661 or 
Len Larmour--- 635-3161 
REMEMBER: Registration - -  Friday, 
September 8 from 6:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
and Saturday, September 9 from 10:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the SKEENA MALL. 
Equipment Swap - -  Saturday, Septem- 
ber 9 from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p,m. in the 
SKEENA MALL. 
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Computalk 
by Rainer Giennella 
Codified DataProcessor 
° 
Recently I received a call from someone asking about software 
upgrades. Her organization was and still is using Lotus 123 (ver- 
sion 2.01) for spreadsheet work.'Shewanted to know if it was 
worth their while to upgrade to version 2.2 or version 3.0, both 
recently released. 
Upon further discussion it became evident that the organization 
was perfectly happy with their current version, especially as they 
had gotten almost all members of their organization comfortable 
about using a spreadsheet for solving numerical problems. On the 
other hand, they were afraid of being qeft behind' if they didn't 
upgrade. 
My first inclination was to just give them the 'If itain't broke 
don't fix it' answer and Suggest hat if their current software was 
doing the job, they Should stand pat-and not bother with the 
upgrade. However, even a decision about a software upgrade has 
to be made. with care. Here one h~ to dealLboth with visible 
costs and hidden costs. 
On the surface the visible cost should just be the upgrade fee 
one has to pay for the newer version of the software. The prob, 
lem is that • software publishers often give currentsoftware owners 
only limited time in which to purchase the new version. Once this 
time expires, one has.to.pay .the full. price for the .new package. 
In some cases the time limit, is too short to ascertain from other 
users whether or-not.the upgrade is worth.the cost and trouble. 
The hidden.costs can be much higher. New versions Of pro- 
grams are supposed to be :data compatible' with older versions. 
This means that the new version is :supposed to be. able to work 
with data created by the older versions. In most cases .this .is true, 
but occasionally one runs into rude surprises. For example, when 
the new version of First Publisher was. released.it W~ capable of 
reading all documents created with the older version, with one ex-. 
ception. It could not read First Publisher version l;~les that were* 
created for printing w~th Postscript laser printers. Since 99 per- 
cent of First Publisher users never need this feature+! the problem 
• seems minor, but tell that to the one percent whohave laser 
printer files. 
• Similaxly, when Computer Associates first released ACCPAC 
version, 5;0; .an,ACCPAC user was supposed..t0 be able to run a 
number of ~CCPAC 4,2 modules in conjunctionwith ACCPAC " 
5.O System Manager and ACCPAC 5.0 G/L. And this actually 
worked 99 percent of the time, :but the one percent incompatibili- 
ty caused difficulties in the transfer of data from some of the 4.2 
subsidiary modules to the GL. + Fortunately, more •recent releases. 
of ACCPAC 5 have solved this problem, 
Another hidden cost which can creep up as a result of a 
number of upgrades is need for more machine resources. It seems 
every new version has to be 'Bigger & Better' than the last. Each 
time the publisher decides to sugar coat the product with more 
layers of icing. The price you pay is more disk space, more 
memory space, more machine cycles, to + the point where once 
your business managed happily with a basic minimal machine 
setup such as an XT with a 20 Megabyte disk, you now need at 
least an AT with a 40 Megabyte. 
The major cost then in upgrading is in data conversion and 
learning time, with the added possibility of hardware upgrading. 
Although in cases of good compatibility between old and new 
versions, this transition can be fairly quick and painless, I've 
heard of enough problems that my suggestion is 'expect he worst 
and hope that you're pleasantly surprised' . . . .  i 
If so far I've presented a biased view against upgrades,.don t 
think standing patis without dangers too. I know p#ople who 
function quite well with spreadsheet and word processing 
packages currently over five years old. And they may be content 
with them for another 10 or more. However, in the area of ac- 
counting software one may have to upgrade (for example,.payroll 
software often has taxation law changes built into the programs). 
More importantly, if one uses very old versions of software one 
may no longer be able to get either publisher or even third party 
support for that program, 
In conclusion, upgrade decisions should not be made lightly, 
with each case measured on its own merits. And if you feel that 
the software publishers have you 'between a rock and a hard 
place', you are justified in your suspicions because they probably 
have. 
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AI Cheshire, dlstdct govemor for Rotary District 504 that includes Terrace, was here recent- 
ly with his wife Stella (left). Terrace Rotary Club •vice-president John Jack and his.wife 
Doreen (right) were part of the group present to hear an evening meeting address by 
Cheshire regarding some+ of the changes occurring in~ Rotary .as a .result of.. the 
organization's worldwide growth. .• ' • ,  . '  
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KnOwledge Is Power  • 
PSYCHIC READER. SARA " '  
i TAROT CARD, PALM, CRYSTAL BALL AND 
+ SPECIAL POW-WOW READINGS 
Sara has helped people from all walks to a better life. 
1/She will reunite the separated. For special readings by 
,mail, send full name, date of birth and photo, plus $20 
cash or money order to. SARA, 1872 Nanalmo Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V5N 5C2 or call 25i-1246. 
'. ,- SARA WILL +BE IN THE TERRACE AREA sOON. 
~ NEWSPAPER FOR FURTHER DETAILS. . I I [ [ T 
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As •summer vacation comes to 
a close for yet another year, 
thoughts turn to the beginning 
of :a  new school year. 
safety is an issue of importance. 
• to the public as children on bikes 
returning to  school fill the 
streets. 
by Kaeleen Brace 
"Without question, we have 
experienced a substantial in- 
creace in the number of bicycle 
accidents-this past summer," 
reports John Pol lock of 
Terrace's ICBC office. He 
believes this increase can be ex- 
plained by the greater number of 
cyclists on the road due to the 
niceweather this summer. 
Although the majority of acci- 
dent cases reported to ICBC in- 
volved adult cyclists, there were 
at least four involving children 
this year. 
"Kids probably have a betier 
safety attitude than adults," 
Pollock says. He believes that 
the bicycle safety campaigns 
sponsored by ICBC and the 
RCMP in the schools each 
spring have been effective. He 
cites the bad example set by 
adults as a major factor in 
undermining the safety attitudes 
of children. 
"Every time a parent ignores 
the rules of the road while cyc- 
ling or even walking, as in the 
case of jaywalking; this teaches 
children something;" Pollock,. 
says. 
Disregard for the rules of the 
road, making turns ~withbut 
signalling and an attitude of iti,~, 
vincibility .are the main e~ors" 
committed by cyclists,: says/ 
Pollock. He advises cyclists to ~" 
ride defensively, obey traffic• 
Signals and recognize and 
COFFEE 
HOUSE! 
Contr ibuted by Kim Cordolro 
Like, imagine th i s - -  a dimly 
lit coffee house, ~ symbols o f  
peace and love everywhere, a sea 
of tie-dyed shirts, incense lightly 
scenting the room and ,'Give 
Peace a Chance" playing in the: 
background.,, 1969? 
Not quite, but close!Jt's 1989, 
and: the Northwest Community 
College Students' Association is, 
proud to present heir "Psyche-: 
delic 60's Coffee House" Fri- 
day, Sept. 15 at 8 p.m. at the 
NWCC cafeteria. 
Trip back to the 60's with us 
as we bring you a groovy eve- 
ning of live local entertainers, an 
international coffee bar (in addi- 
tion to licensed cash bar), and 
just :a cosmic, far -out  ex- 
• perience. Because this is a li- 
censed event, please bring pic- 
ture ID with you. All NWCC 
students and the public are 
welcome to take Par t . 
A silver collection will be 
taken at the door: all proceeds 
will be used to sponsor a Third 
World child. So by attending 
this entertaining event, you'll 
also be doing ~ an under- 
privileged child a world of good. 
For more information, or if 
you would like to •perform, 
please, call Kim at 635,6511, 
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safety one pressed c erns ex 
respect he:fact hat the rules of Roy Long of Sunoance Ski believes ongoing education 
the road apply to cyclists as well andSports Ltd. in Terrace has a about road safety in schools will 
• as motorists. :Pollock says the great concern for bicycle safety, ensurebetter awareness of traf- 
Bicycle focus of the bicycle safety cam- He says accidents this year tic rules to make for better 
paign this year was "cycle to be seemedto be worse than normal, future drivers as well as cyclists. 
seen". •He advises all cyclists, with a great number of bicycles "Everyone must realize bikes 
but especially children, to make-,: getting totally wrecked, are a vehicle - -  not a toy," Long 
themselves more visible by wear- Long would like to see bicycle says. ~ _ _ _ 
ing bright clothing such as an safety become a regular part of He would,also like to see in- 
orange vest or jacket, the school curriculum, taught creased use of bicycle safety 
The'major faults of motorists throughout the year. helmets. , 
that cause accidents are not see- "Bicycle safety education "There are over 200 cases of 
ing bicyclists and failing to yield must be continuous to have ef- head injuries at Vancouver's 
the fight-of-way, feet. I've read that an average Children's Hospiial this year 
"Drivers don't  seem to be individual must be toid some, due to not wearing bicycle safety TH l: K|DS Agi:  THFRI:. 
geared to searching for bikes," thing 27 times before their re- helmets. I don't think most peo- 
says Pollock. ,'Motorists have sponses and. their reflexes pie realize how easy it~is for- DRIVE WITH CAREI 
to be cog "nizant of the fact that become automatic," Long says, bi'ain damage of some degree to YOU~oUcELOCAL 
bikes are on the road. Don't just Although he divides the fault result from head injuries," Long 
be looking for cars when you for accidents evenly between says. "Unfortunately, unless we 
pull uptoanintersect ion." drivers and cyclists, Long see a law soon, we'll have to wait . ~• 
until it seems cool for more kids / . :  
to wear them." . . . .  
In the meantime, drivers are 
cautioned to be especially aware.• : : 
of youngsters on the road this : 
• week as school opens. ~: :  
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In the very near future, a bright 
md shiny new ~ecreation centre roll 
)pen in the northwest British Columbia 
tillage of Gitsegulka-ready fiir just 
lbout anything. 
From basketball to bingo 
games, trade fairs to community 
feasting, the centre will be a year- .. " 
round focus (if fun. 
The $1.5 million centre has been. 
funded by grants fnim departments of : 
the Federal Government, by native 
groups in the area, and by a $;t50,000 
~. .  ~.. 
award fnim GO BC. 
The lottery-funded.GO B..i: phi- 
gram is pnividing $i62' mill!iin 
in the next three yearf+ for a.wide 
range of beneficial communit3' protects 
thniughout the pn~vince. . . . . . . . . . .  
if you would like more infiirmation 
about GO BC, and how funds' might 
be awarded-to projects in YOUR com- 
munity, complete and mail the fiirm 
in this ad, lir write to your MLA, the 
Minister of State or any Government 
Agent~ Office. 
There has ra~.'ly been an oppor- 
tunity with more pninlise. 
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Aims fo r  hea l  , 
TERRACE - -  A two'day 
conference' on networking 
and facilitating healthy com- 
munities in. the Northwest 
will,be held,at,the Inn of the 
West beginningat 9 a.m. on 
Sept. 26. TheL conference is 
§pons0red by the North 
• Coast. Economic -Develop- 
ment Region,. the ' Skeena 
Union Board of Health.and 
16'37 Community. Futu~'es. 
The conference will be  
followed by a day-long post- 
conference workshop dealing 
specifically with economic 
development On Sept. 28. 
The main goal of the con- 
ference and workshop, says 
Skeena Health.' U 
• munity Nutritionist Sonya 
Kupka, is to encourage, in- 
teraction and. the sharing of. 
ideas •between Northwest 
communities in order to 
develop common goals and 
• look towards the future as a 
region rather than individual 
centers. 
, Kupka says over 100 pea- 
pie: .from all B.C. com- 
munities west and north, of 
Houston have been invited to 
attend both the.. conference 
and. workshop but adds that 
space is. h'mited and.an expe- 
dient reply to the invitations 
is advised. 
• ,- o , . • 
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:: ': " " " ' :.,:of":th~:-Johnny :the ,45,000 tons .pro c( Skyline?G01d Carp:,: owners ..developm:~!, ": ' ""~ ;~;"" : '  ' ' ' " 
and operatorsof the Johnny. .Mou,tain i~d,',!Skyiin~..laUnch- t rough the Johnny Mountain 
Mountain gold mi~e north Of : ed a$2• m i~io a'~:exi~lora;fi0n.pro- . mill to that date deducted from 
Stewart, announced, last-Week" gram Off its owl:in an efforL to: !.the total. 
the, successful placement of upgrade .reserves'ii.iNeat~.:the:end.:" Dri l l ing,.  l ine cutt ing, 
251,550 flow-through shares for "of the second :cjuai:ter~tdrilling :. geqphysicai studies and. •:soil 
$1,257,750. Ronaid Short, :[he resUlts enabled" Skylin¢~ to in:  .sampling are presently underway 
company's chief .executive of- -crease total reserves.28 percent tO outline a number of offshot 
r ricer, Said the money will be t,0 876,000.tons at a projected and parallel veins on  the 
used to partially fund Skyline's grade.of ;55 ounces of gold per 7,500-hectare property. 
Current $2 milfion-exploration ton. Most o f  tl~e total is classed • The  company intends to issue 
:program on the property; as probable.~reserves grading an update on reserves at year, 
After unsuccessful efforts ..50/ton' with"~proven reservesat- end,: after .assay,results,.are m 
earlier .this year to find a joint 51,o00: tons grading .8;4. The i, from the 1989 ex )loration pro - .  
venture partner., to' speed .up figures weie issued June"19, with gram. " r 
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I R & R CONTRACTING ii Phone 638-0206 Free Estimates/ qd Co/lff~, " Northern Carpet : - " . i  " ". i  . " : : i". : $39,95 Full Price .~-~~ 
. ' FRAMING :". • : • r/" . .:'. :'.:'i. Two Rooms-and Hallway 
. :" ROOFING "" " "" ' " : ~ " r " ' "  :" ' :1  .'l , : ; FRAMING " " : ' .  REASONABLe nares . ]  ' . . . . .  :': .:.:No Residue • " Hypo'Allergenlc 
CEDAR SIDING : : : . - !  " " " :  ' ' : I ' '  : " R E N O V A T I O N S  " G U A R m T E E D  ' /  l ' !  .; :Ask:forRefemn©em 
DRYWALL ' !::-": ~ and"~o~ct the Beat" 
• PAINTING ' :. 
' No job too smallt :: | ' Phone 798-2543 after 6 p.m. ' L l :  e,~=44 
, : l  ............................................. ............. . ...... - -• ' i ,  
|::source for all |r~[~ll],. [ .~ 
~ l your heat/ng 
! 
I Northwest Consolidated 
I . Suppy Ltd. ,, 
5239 Kelth Ave.,  Terrace 635-7158 
Plan early for your home 
or cabin. Free estimates. 
Phone 635 .7400 
" I 
- Customer service is our No. I priority 
- First quality shop service 
, -  Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices are.VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments  Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE.1q88 
4630 Lakelse Ave.,  Terrace; B.C. 
638-1168 
I ~ f ~ . U l  I " . . , , 
: ' = : - . ~  ~ Rust Protection i for ~ - 
I~q  NowandUsod.  i ~ 
' ~ '~~I f  * MUFFLERCENTRE ' q 
. UNUt , ;¢n ' r  
; ",, you're sa,is,/ed, ,s,, or,hers I A i ~ I E ~ l m l m l E ~  ,, ~:. Laundromat & Carwash 
. . . . . .  / ,no , .  . . ,e//us, ' : ~_________________~~~, ,o  R~inDhtngLtd .  o , . ,  ,o. o , , , ,  
,oNor,. ,,, ore,0,vo. L '": ' : 
.Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 , Phone638-1991 ,.,635-3929' '0"1t ' l~ ' t :27015"Ka lum 63 ' '6180 
Weddings . John Roders Ci~stom Framing " ~ : . . ; . i l  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  M : ; : : : : ; ; l k l ,  ::::,i: :::~ : :  = 
Portraits. . ,~  Mat Cutting 
Family S,ttings ~ Posters AeQUIPMENT 
5 Minute Passposts " - "  Limited Editions 
i .Dry Mounting Laminatins , ~ : : q~ LTD.  .... :, :'~ 
Lakelse Ave,, Terrace. B.C. 
Terrace, B:C. VgGIP r Res. 63S.Sf~I4 
I 
:,~. i 'ii : i ~  
:, ~ : :  : '  4441 L lke l leAve . ,  Terrace . Ph, i !?,ii ~ : i i  
: ~ ; .~  ~: '~; "%:~~U. ' i£1 , .~/ : '~- / - -  ~ ~, ,~-~ ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
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Contractors at the Terrace municipal swimming pool expansion project appeared to have 
grown a crop of reinforcing rods after pouring the foundation. Opening date has been set 
for Oct. 2, and Terrace Parks and Recreation says the expansion will increase visitor 
capacity by 20 percent. 
Terrace;: 
Tree Tr,mming 
~ Will cut down any treel ~ 
=1,000,000 liability for YOUR protect ion~ 
Loader - Backhoe.• Trucking 
Top Soil • Pit Run * Crush • Snow Plowing 
Water Lines • Septic Systems 
Ken's Trucking Ltd. 
PHONE 635-7519 
P.O. BOX 1007 KEN S lMONS 
TERRACE. B.C OWNER 
PRO-TECH • P f i [3  
TEr, H ELECTRONIC • . " [ t [ , ,  " t la t )Nq  
ENGINEERING ,. 
• "IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
- WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE  - -  T.V. RENTALS 1635'5134 / 
Repairs On All Horns Entertainment 
Appliances 4S19 LAKELSE. TERRACE 
Also Commercial & Industflal 
Electronic Equipment 
SATELLITE T,V. 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable-- High Quality ~ '  
VulCanizing Repairs ~:~ '~ °": 
We special ize in conveyor  belt  !~iiii i 
" installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging• ~ ~ " . . "  
6384530 24HOUR SERVICE" 638,06(~ 
I 
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Tenajo.n, Westminii:/;i;ii:! I 
near jo,nt ventu L 
Tenajon Resources and 
Westmin Mines, developers of 
two adjacent gold finds about 20 
kilometers north of Stewart, 
have announced agreement in 
• principle for a joint venture on 
Tenajon's SB property. 
Under the terms of the agree- 
ment in principle; Westmin will 
acquire a 50 percent interest in 
SB for'an expenditure of $2.455 
million, $1.055 of which will be 
spent in the first four months 
after execution of the agree- 
ment. Westmin will also 
guarantee access to their millat 
the Premier site, which went into 
production this summer, at a 
minimum rate of 330 tons per 
day at an estimated" processing 
cost of $22 per ton if the SB find 
goes into production. 
In July Tenajon committed 
Guide 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
CHANGES. wo,,. Tanning System ~ ~ ~," LANZA products  
Phone Iol on opi)oint,ne.! 
mmm=m 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 635-9666 
"T" - r -  
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYPING 
, VOICE PAGERS, PHOTOCOPYING 
,24.HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 638-8195 
-3238 Kalum St., Terrace,  B.C., V8G 2N4 
West Coast _~~, Landscaping 
i i I l i l l  i I 1 ~ 1 1  i I I I I I I  I l l l i l l l  I m =  
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
I,\, , -  ....... : DESIGN - -  INSTALLATION 
' i  MAINTENANCE 
• COMMERCIAL-  RESIDENTIAL 
"; • LAWN REJUVENATION 
m r * e PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
I I I I  
$1.8 million to a three-month' 
surface and underground dia- 
.. mond drilling program on SB to 
identifyfurther eserves. In June 
the company exercisedan option 
to buy.out its joint venture part- 
ner, Esso Minerals, for $2.1 
million when Imperial Oil .de-- 
cided to cut loose its mining divi- 
sion. The deal was subject to a 
20 percent net proceeds interest 
held by Consolidated Silver 
Butte Mines, an. interest that  
does not include discoveries on 
one section of the property, the 
Kansas claim. 
• In late 1988 reserves on SB 
were estimated at 308,000 tons 
grading,.505, ounces;qf gold per 
ton. Adjusted:~ieserve estimates,,. 
as a result of the 1989 Stage I ex- 
ploration program are expected 
to be issued later this month. 
- - f  
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WEB OFFSET 
[~ PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANTS 
PRINTERS and PUBLISHERS 
I .Glose Up 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
Coil on our Design Team 
635-7840 
4711-A Keith Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638.1166 
T , , ,AC , , , , -COT 
~-~._~/'/Hemlock & Ced~ar Fencing 
Buy Direct Fmrn Mil l  
FOR SALE 20 sheets of smoked 
glass 6'-8" x 32" good for a 
Greenhouse 
2903 Braun Street, 635_-5l~81 
TERRACE, B.C. 
I 
I I 
~?~." . . .  ~ - . . . . .  .=-..~-•y: 
MERC CRUISERS .A. MARINER OUTBoARDS 
HAMILTON I OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELHIHT LAWNMOWERS 
• YAMAHA $ & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDArdYA CHAIN SAWS 
OL No. ma0 & POWER PRODUCTS 
635-2909,9,6 Greig .Ave., Terrace 
I i i "1 I I " " " • -  • i •• '  r i ~t ~ . . . . .  L~ . .~-  - .  
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Wartime marriage " 
Bennetts to celebrat 
golden ann iversary 
Tobegin your wedding day 
with a declaration of war would 
hardly be considered a good 
omen for a long life of wedded 
happiness. And to follow that 
with a separation of six years 
should be even more forbidding 
for the establishment of ~t good 
marriage. 
by Nancy Orr 
But Norma and William (Bill) 
Bennett of Terrace have thor- 
oughly debunked any such 
superstitious prophecies as they 
celebrate their golden wedding 
anniversary on Sunday, Sept. 
10. 
Fifty.years ago all that was on 
young Bill's. mind that isummer 
in 1939 was ma=iage to a 
charming schoolteacher, N0rma 
Nelson. 
Adolf Hitler's mind was on 
other, plans. World-shaking 
events were swirling around. 
Britain and Germany went to 
war. And Bill, a member of the 
Non Permanent Active Militia 
(N.P.A.M.) Seaforth High- 
landers, found himself signing 
tip active duty on Sept. 7. 
" couple .were not to be . .  
tilW~i~ted, however, and fotind 
the Ray. John Hewitt of Wilson. 
tleights United Church• in  Bur-" 
naby, who agreed to marry them 
after the evening Service on Sun- 
day. 
In the meantime,, across the 
continent in Ottawa, a special 
session of parliament was 
debating the entry of Canada in- 
to the war in Europe. The 
oratory wore on until late Satur- 
day night when the final vote 
was taken to plunge the nation 
into the conflict: 
On Sunday, Sept. 10 at h l0 
p.m., the Governor General 
Lord Tweedsmuir •issued the 
Royal Proclamation stating "a 
state of war exists between 
Canada and the 
Reich". 
A few hours later, Ni 
Bill were married, 
groom proudly wearin! 
forth Highlander unifo 
first Canadian to be n 
uniform after the decl~ 
war by Canada. 
Three months . later, 
15, Bill Was shipped 
not to return until June 16, 
1945... six years of separation 
for the newlywed couple. 
. i - , 
, . . . . 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR . . .  
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE. . .  
Th-ls emblem identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
In the community. 
Terry Kendell 638-8i78 
p - 
That whooshing sound accompanied by the penetrating smell of escap!ng fuel that 
residents on the east side of Terrace noticed recentlycame from the ICG lot on Highway i6. 
Valves in the pressurized tanks have to be changed every five years, and the simplest way 
to flush all the fuel out is to burn it off. 
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Hockey ASsistance Program - -Any  child who wishes 
to play hockey in the fall but can't because of financial 
restrictions, please call for further information, John at 
635-2365 or Bruce at 635.9328. 
Hockey Assistance Program - Needs hockey equip- 
ment. Regardless of quality, we are looking for donated 
equipment o outfit financially restricted kids, so they 
may have the opportunity to participate in the Minor 
Hockey System in the fall. We would appreciate 
anything from skates to helmets -- all sizes for all 
ages! Can be dropped off or we will pick up. Phone 
John at 635-2365 or Bruce at 635;9328. 
• Ladles: Have you ever been physically or rnentally 
abused by your husband? Whether it has happened in 
the past or is on-going now, we all need understanding 
and compassion from others who havelived through it. 
I will be startingan "Abused Women's Support Group" 
in mid-September, and anyone interested can call Val 
at 638-0116. ' 
Wednesday, September 8 - -  Ballet registration --  
Northwest Academy of Performing Arts -- at 7:30 p.m., 
3rd floor of the Tillicum Theatres building. Teacher is 
Laura Flynn. 
September 6 and 7 -- Tryout for the casting of the fall 
musical "Cinderella Meets the Wolfman" will be taking 
place at the McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum Street at 
7:30 p.m. Parts to be cast Include ages 12 to adult. Per- 
sons interested in acting, helping out with costumes, 
set design orbackstage crew are invited to attend on 
either evening. 
Thursday, September 7 - -  Terrace Health Care Society 
(11) annual general meeting at 8 p.m. in the Terrace 
Arena banquet room. Current members of the Terrace 
Health Care Society may renew their memberships on 
squares at the Carpenters' Hall on Sparks and Davis at 
7:30 p.m. or call Bob at 638-8648. Beginners are 
• :welcome. 
Monday, September 1i --  The Terrace Breastfeeding 
Support Group will be holding their meeting at 8 p.m. in 
the hospital education room. The discussion will be 
general. Please note that subsequent meetings will be 
on the first Tuesday of every month. For further infor- 
mation, call Terry Walker at 635.3287. 
Monday, September 11 --  Orlenteering for volunteers 
from (]:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Terrace Youth Centre, ~,634 
Walsh Ave. For further information, call Judith • at 
638-8120. 
Tuesday' September 12 - -  The regular School Board 
meeting o! School District No. 88 (Terrace)will be held 
at 7:30 p.m. atthe School Board office, 3211 Kenney 
Street inTerrace. You are cordially invited to attend. 
Tuesday, September 12 -- Elgin Hogkins, the pension 
advocate for the Royal Canadian Legion, will be in Ter- 
race. He will be at the Legion Branch 13 from 8:30 a.m." 
to 3 p.m. Any veteran or widow of a veteran may see 
him regarding their pensions. For more information, 
please call 635-4574. 
Wednesday, September 13 --Fal l  opening from 7 to 9 
p.m. at the Terrace Youth Centre, 4634 Walsh Ave. For 
further Information, call Judith at 638.8120. 
Wednesday, September 13 -- Registration for Vicki 
Parviainen dance classes from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at 
Parkside Elementary School gymnasium. Limited 
enrollment available fop students 41/2 years and up. 
Variety within classes of jazz, ballet, modern ethnic 
character and tap. For information or pre.registration 
• (recommended), phone 635-7483. 
Friday, September 15 -- "Nobody's Perfect" is a free 
or before September 7, 1989. New members who wish 
to have voting rights at the annual general meeting 
must have been a member of the Terrace Health Care 
Society on or before August 7, 1989. 
September 8 and 9 --  The Terrace Bluebacks Swim 
Club will be holding registration in the Skeena Mall on 
Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. and on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 
12 noon. 
September 8 and 9 -- Terrace Minor Hockey will hold 
registration for the coming season on Friday from 6 to 
8:30 p.m. and on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the 
Skeena Mall. Any players who have not returned their 
hockey sweaters or goalie equipment from last season 
should phone Roy Gibson at 635-5251 or Sandy Mar- 
shall at 635-7623. 
Saturday, September 9 -- Terrace Minor Hockey will 
hold an equipment swap outside Paragon Insurance in 
the Skeena Mall. People wishing to sell items should 
bring them to the mall by by 10 a.m. and items should 
be clearly marked with name and price. Items will be on 
sale from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Unsold equipment should be 
picked up by 3 p.m. 
Saturday, September 9 --  A farewell tea will be held for 
Kay Hughan of the Nass Valley in her garden in the 
Nass from 1:30-to 6 p.m. Turn down Irene Road. 
Everyone is welcome. Kay will be leaving the area to 
live in Victoria. 
Saturday, September 9 --  Mille Hospital Hospital Aux- 
iliary will be holding their end of summer $1,50 bag 
sale from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the thrift shop, 4544 
Lazelle Ave. All clothing and shoes. 
Monday, September 11 -- SQUARE DANCING, enjoyed 
by everyone old or young. So come and Join the Skeena 
five.week, ongoing program, developed to give parents 
support and helpful Information on parenting children 
from birth to age five. Sponsored by. the,Terrace 
Women's Centre and the Ministry of Health. First ses- 
sion begins Sept. 15 and continues Friday afternoons 
at 4542 Park Ave. in Terrace. Pre.regiStration is re- 
quired. Phone Carol at 638.3456 or Candies at 635-2116 
for further Information. 
Monday, September 18 -- The regular monthly meeting 
of the Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary will be held at 
8 p.m. in the board room of Mills Memorial Hospital. 
New members are welcome. 
Tuesday, September 19 -- The Terrace Astronomical 
Society will be holding a meeting at the Terrace Public 
Library at 7:30 p.m. All interested people are mos t 
welcome to attend. 
Friday, September 22 -. Centennial Christian School 
has something to celebratel After years of planning 
and fund raising, we now have our own building, and 
you are invited to share in our celebration. God willing, 
this building will be dedicated in a special service at 
7:30 p.m. Our special day is open to all who would like 
to celebrate with us. For further information, contact 
Mrs. Florence Euverman at 635-2418. 
Thursday, September 28 -- Terrace Minor Hockey will 
hold a general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Happy Gang 
Centre. All members of TMH are urged to attend and 
find out the plans for the coming season. 
Tuesday, October 3 -- Ladles' Auxiliary to Branch 13, 
Royal Canadian Legion will be holding their regular 
monthly meeting at the Legion at 8 p.m. All members 
are urged to attend. New members are welcome. 
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• There was standing room only 
at Terrace Little Theatre's Me- 
Coil Playhouse Aug. 25 for 
the final performance of their 
summer school students. 
by Sylvia Goike 
This performance rolled for- 
ward on a wave of youthful 
energy and exuberance. The au- 
dience roared in laughter at skits 
and high jinks. Much of the per- 
formance was created by the 
students themselves, putting 
adults into a kids'-eye view of 
theworld. 
The show was designed in the 
format of an evening of televi-, 
s ion viewing, complete with 
newsbreaks and commercials. 
Ingenuity and creativity was the 
trademark. It was fresh, funny 
and the audience could feel the 
energy inthe air. Children in the 
audience couldn't, help but join 
in with some of the dialogue and 
songs. Humor was the resound- 
ing theme and was very well 
done. 
It. was a largecast and' dif- 
ficult to single out individual 
performers because they were all 
so good, But some of the skits 
that were especially funnywere 
"Hooshty Poosty : Cooking 
Show" with Linclsey Roberts as 
Hooshty Poosty and Cindy 
• Oates as Crazy Carla. The 
"Clean. You Up Detergent" 
commercial played by Matthew 
and Kevin Zakresky hadan ele- 
ment of surprise to it. The 
"Flexo-Twins'" played by Sonia 
Sheppard, Sarah Weston, 
Jocelyn Coxford and Lisa 
Gardener was a hilarious ight 
gag. Plays on words and names 
were prolific, especially in 
"Happy Haunting" where 
"high goals, high society and 
high spirits" were the school 
motto at the seminary for young 
witches, played by Sarah 
Weston as Miss Magicia, Lisa 
Gardener as Miss Goblinette, 
Rachel Nadeau as Miss Spectre, 
Heidi Turner as Wilma Witch, 
Sonia Sheppard as Fanny Phan- 
tom, and Jennifer Brown as Pol- 
ly Poltergeist. Lara Tessaro as 
Kitty Litter played the host and 
newscaster, always on clue. 
"Little Red Riding Hood" 
proved that little girls are 
smarter than they used to be, 
played by Rachel Corp, with 
Chris Kerman and Matthew 
Zakresky. 
Techniques for the skits Sherrill Waldie as the model was [ w [1" • ~ . . . .  J :  - - r - ] 
varied, sometimes using narator an interesting comment on bean- 
with:actors as in-"Where the ty culture. "Dreamy Dessert 
Wild Things Are", with L i sa  Topping" had Krista Collis 
Gardener as narrator and Ben playing abody and Jocelyn COx- 
Weston as Mad Max. Katie 
Dediluke played the mom and 
creatures were: Josh Striker, 
Matt Smith, Megan Corp, Niki 
Aird, Cournay Stewart and 
Angela Beaupre. The set for 
"Where the Wild Things Are". 
looked exactly like the picture 
book it was drawn from. 
',Bubba's Beauty. Tips" with 
Bryan Crampton as Bubba and 
ford playing arms without body. 
-The performance showed the- 
result of direction without 
domination. It was a marvel Of 
coordination and cooperation 
among thestudents. Theirs was 
a spirited group effort; rather 
than being an adult's idea of a 
kids' show, it was a kids' show. 
By all appearances, they just 
loved doing it. 
Talented teens guide 
young performers 
The Summer School of dramatic arts is a wonderful program 
provided for the community by Terrace Little Theatre. For at 
least I0 years now they have offered children and young adults 
the opportunity to explore their talents in theater. Being involved 
in the fun, fantasy and creativity of theater activities as well as 
the social cooperation that this entails is a beneficial way to 
spend the summer months. Insome cases whole families are in- 
volved in these programs. 
Acknowledgement of the coordinator and instructors must be 
made here. They willingly spent he summer with a total of 46 
students of varying ages and had the full responsibility of manag- 
ing them and producing the shows. They did an admirable job as 
evidenced by both performances. Their students seemed to 
thoroughly enjoy themselves which is a side effect of real learn- 
ing. 
Pant Kerr, this year's coordinator of the program, has had a 
long history Of involvement with Terrace Little Theatre. She 
spent many of her younger summers helping out. This year she 
leaves for University of  Victoria to study for a bachelor's degree 
in music and performance. Music has been her main focus for 
the past I0 years. She,attended Cou~enay Young Music Festival 
for several years, and Opera Eastin Nova Scotia last summer. 
She has supplemented her formal voice lessons from Eileen 
Brodie-Feayin Vancouver with actualperformances, such as her  
role as Dorothy in the TLT's production of "The Wiz". 
Buck Zimmer, a recent Terrace arrival from Vancouver, has 
been in theater every year since Grade 9. He attends Caledonia 
this year as a Grade 12 student. He alternated oing lights, sound 
and stagework with his fellow instructors and contributed to the 
program development. 
Kelle Pegg has been in drama since Grade 8 at Skeena. Grade 9 
was spent in the Queen Charlottes without a drama department. 
Returning to Skeena inIGrade I0, she was involved in 
"Glimpses", but because of "work to rule" that year by the 
teachers, the play was not performed until the following year. 
Kelle spent her own time after classes at Caledonia to go back to 
Skeena nd take part in the second year of "Glimpses". This 
year she will attend UBC, taking her first year in arts. After that, 
being a practical person, she plans to go into commerce, in that 
way combining her interests. 
Kevin Oates came to Terrace in 1987. He has been active in 
drama in Grades 8, 9 and 10 at Skeena. He performed in the 
"Wizard of Oz" put on by Skeena nd taken to Vancouver. He 
was also in "The Wiz" put on by the Terrace Little Theatre. 
Previously he lived in Cloverdale and his interest in theater is 
shared with a passion fro" golf. 
Dinner theater next for TLT 
pie are Mark Dohler and stage 
manager Suzanne Wilberg. 
The sets will be simple. " I 'm a 
minimalist as a dirctor," states 
BarnsweH. "The actors carry the 
show." There are three main 
locations in the play • and they've 
already begun designing the sets. 
The play will be performed as 
dinner theater at the Northwest 
Community College cafeteria 
November 3 and 4 at 7:30 p.m. 
After that, the cast and crew 
hope to tour Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat and possibly Kemano. 
Kim Cordeiro from North- 
west Community College is co- 
ordinating the play with Barns- 
well in conjunction with the Ter- 
race Little Theatre, Rehearsals 
are underway at McColl 
Playhouse. 
Director Daniel Barnswell 
recently cast his next play for the 
Terrace Little Theatre, "The Art 
of War: An Adventure" by 
Canadian playwright George F. 
Walker. 
' by Sylvia Golke 
. Walker is a contemporary 
playwright based in Toronto at 
the Factory Lab Theatre. He's 
written about 15 plays so far. 
"The Art of War" first came 
out in 1983 and is classed as 
'film noire', a genre similar to 
an old grade "B" black and 
.... white movie. 
"It's an intelligent script with 
I *  . . . . .  
corny dialogue," explained 
Barnswell, "and very funny." 
"' The humor comes from the 
genre, The play opens with a 
4:  
murder and from there con- 
tinues with intrigue, spying and 
investigative journalism. There 
are good guys and bad guys, the 
Canadian government being one 
of the bad guys. Satire and 
melodrama predominate, and 
the lines between good guys and 
bad guys are very clearly drawn. - 
"It's like an old detective movie, 
like Casablanca," Barnswell 
said. 
There are six main characters, 
four male and two female. The 
parts are: Tyrone Power played 
by Alexis Maikapar; Jamie 
McLaean, Jim Branch; John 
Hackman,  Alan Weston; 
Brownie Brown, Gordon Oates; 
Karla Mendez, Panla Baruch; 
Heather Masterson, Marianne 
Brorup-West0n. TeChnical peo- 
by Kaeleen Brace 
A'recent weekday was the occasion for some good but cer- 
tainly not clean fun for children aged six to 12 years old at the 
Splat Olympics. 
The event was jointly SpOnsored by theTerrace Youth Cen- 
tre and Parks and Recreation Department +and took place at 
Lower Little Park. 
Children were divided up into teams with names like the 
Mud Monsters, Slime Slickers and Gooey Gorillas. The teams 
competed inevents uch as the jello limbo, egg toss and mush 
tug o'war, which featured a bed of rotten fruit in the middle. 
Buckaroo BanzaPs Bonus Bonanza obstacle course and Mad 
Maxx's Moving Minefield, which involved a lot of water 
: balloons, were two other popular aces. 
The energetic enthusiasm of the organizers and volunteers 
was contagious and the Jelly Jumpers team was spurred on to 
victory; The afternoon was judged a success by participants 
and it is hoped that Splat Olympics will become an annual 
tradition. 
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SEPTEMBER 6 to 16 
3 for the 
price of 2 
for Ladies' Slacks 
and Men's Trousers 
,., Only drive.thru In town 
,,. Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,- Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. - -  Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. --  Saturday 
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" Yourchance  to get inv( 
• ' ' L • 
" 'Klan House , -  Call us for support and infor- 
metlonif you are a victim of mental or physical 
' .  abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to 
women and children. Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzhelmer Information line: phone 
635-3178. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre needs 
. volunteers to assist ourtherapy and pro-school 
staff with individual treatment programs. Ac- 
t i v i t ies  Include: bike riding, swimming and- 
'other staff recommendations. For more infor- 
mation' contact Maureen or Monique at 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The Te~race .Youth Centre'e hours are: For 10 
• to 19 year aids, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7 - 
• 9p.m.;For 13- 19 year aids Fridays,8:30 p.m. 
tomldnig'ht. We offer a variety of programs •to 
interest everyone who comes through the TYC 
or you can Just hang Out, it's up to you. We are 
always In the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre is located at 4634 Walsh 
Avenue in the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
" . 635-2018.. , . 
Every Monday evening It's Cdbbage Night at 
• Terrecevlew Ledge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is invitedto drop in and catch 
• the action. 
Terrace Toastmasters - -  Do you find It difficult 
to prepare and give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m, For 
Information, contact Dick Evans at 635-7068. 
Doyou need. a break? Come to COFFEE 
• BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers• 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. No previous knowledge expected. 
For more information call Geri at 635.4954 or 
Nancy at 635-9432. We look forward to seeing 
• you! 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group Is to provide community 
education about this Illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary in the cafeteria. Anyone interested 
in playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4096 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family meetings are held the sec- 
ond Wednesday of every month. For more in- 
formation phone Debble at 635-4383 or Helen 
at 635-4336~ 
Sheens Valley Rebekah Ledge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. In the Oddfellow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more information 
call 635-2470. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick Kilborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday. of each month at the Legion. 
Starts Thursday, Oct. 5 and runs to the middle 
of April. Register by Sept. 30. Please contact 
• Mary  at 635-2977 or Rolande at 635-4374. Come 
and have a fun night with us! 
The Terrace Kermode Friendship Centre would 
like to invite you to their new Drop-in Centre 
called "COFFEE BREAK" from I p.m. to 3 p.m. 
every Tuesday and Wednesday, upstairs at the 
Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum St., Terrace. If 
you have free afternoons and noplace to Just 
sit around and chat, drop in and have a cup of 
coffee, you may see a friend there• 
Have you lost a loved one? Through separa- 
tion/divorce, death of a family member/friend? 
If so, you are welcome to attend a grieving 
group being sponsored through Kermode 
Friendship*Centre every Monday from 1 to 3 
p.m., upstairs at the Kermode Friendship Cen- 
tre, 3313 Kalum St., Terrace. For further Infor- 
mation, call Benita Chapdelalne at 635.4906. 
. L 
Attention: Girls and:Women -.~lf  *you are ln- ,  
tereeted in camping and outdoors, the'home 
and family, community service, and Interns- 
tional experience, Girl Guides of Canadamay 
be for you. G i r l s -  If you are between the ages 
of six and 17, we have a place for you in 
Brownies, Guides, Pathfinders, Rangers, : 
Cadets, or Junior Leaders, Women --  we have 
opportunities for you to work with the girls or 
become members of'various councilsor com- 
mittees. Training plus full support is available 
for all positions. For more Information, please 
call (evenings): Margaret Cooper, 633-0609; 
Bette Tossell,, 635-7074; or Elaine Fleming, 
635-9280. 
The Terr';ce Women's Resoume Centre Is 
closed for the summer and will be re-opening 
to the public Sept. 11, 1989. We wish everyone 
a safe and happy su miner. 
The Royal Purple Ledge #216, Terrace holds 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month..For information and .membership, 
please phone 635.6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have expedenced the lose of a family 
member through suicide and would* like to 
meet with others Who have experienced the.  
same, please call 638-0942 or 635-3178 for 
more Information. 
The All.seasons Steelers ladles' Soccer team 
meets every Monday and Thursday at 7 p.m. at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School. Anyone 
Interested ,In Joining is more than welcome to 
attend. 
The Bereavement SupportGroup meets every 
Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. at the Terrace Mental 
Health Centre, 202-3412 Kalum St. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Terrace Tennis Club is having club nights 
at the Kalum Street courts on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Sundays. For information, call 
635-2347 or 638-1514. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniore offers ~he 
following activities: Tuesd~;ys: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet boWling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to l l  a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to I p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday. of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further Info., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. 
The Terrace Single Persnts Association 
welcomes all interested to attend their month- 
ly meetings on the second Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. Learning 
to raise the kids alone; learning to live without 
-the kids in the house; widowed or divorced; we 
are all building new lives. Sometimes It helps 
to talk about it. Phone Debble at 635-4383 after 
4 p.m. or Richard at 635-7762 for more informa- 
tion or to arrange transportation. 
• HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTUNE -- Your Travel In- 
focentre Counsellor Is Just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plan- 
ning your holiday trip or what to do with 
visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP - -  635-2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drams --Anyone Interested in 
learning how to play the bagpipes or the 
drums, please call 635-2009 or 635-5905. Any 
experienced pipers or drummers Interested in 
participating in the Pipe Band are also asked 
to call the above numbers. 
The Terrace Art Association Is looking for 
volunteers to work at the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery afternoons, evenings and weekends. 
Shifts are ~ three hours afternoons and 
weekends and two hours evenings. Any In- 
terested persons who oan do one or more 
shifts a month am asked to contact Maureen 
Worobey at 635-4533. 
Alcohol and Drug Education Vldce Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital In the Psychiatric Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
Sundvors of sexual Assault Support Group, 
Open meetings every Thursday at 7 p.m. at the 
Sexual Assault Centre. For more Information 
phone 635.4042. 
The Terrace Breeatfeedlng Support Group 
holds their meeting~ In the hospital education 
room on the first Tuesday of every month. For 
further Information, call Terry Walker at 
635-3287. 
Ladles: Have you ever been physically or men- 
tally abused by your husband? Whether It has 
happened In the past or is on.going now, we all 
need understanding and compassion from 
others who have lived through it. Anyone in. 
terested in an "Abused Women's Support 
Group" can call Val at 638-0116. 
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Sacred Heart CathOlic C-hurchl .:.k 
Mass Times: • Pastor: . . . .  • . . , 
Saturday: 7"30 p.m. " 'Fr, .Allan F. Noonan 
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St.  " Matthew's AngiicanEPisc0pal Church 
Sunday  Services: 
10:00 a.m. . . . . .  Priest InCharge: 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9 a.m, service. ChlM Ven.  J .A ,  Mackenzie 
care is available during the 9 a.m. service. 
4506Lake lse  Avenue " ' .6 '~5.9019 
i 
' Christ• Lutheran Church r "  " 
Sunday School - -  9:45 a.m. 
Starting Sunday, May  ? - -  Worship Service at I h00 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks  S t reet  635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath  School :  Pas ior :  
Saturday 9:30 a.m. a le  Unruh m 635-7113 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. ., Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Gr i f f i ths  635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: Pastors: 
(for all ages) " • W.E." Glasspell 
9i45 a.m. Gordon Froese 
Sunday Servicm: ., . • . P rayer  Meeting: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. - Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 633-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. July 9 & 23 Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: August 13 & 27 Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazel le Ave.  635-6014 
I 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
,Paeton 
John • Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
8:00 p.m. 
Evening service: 6:30 p.m. 
635.2434 
Eady Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. " 
Morning service: 11:15 a.m: 
3511 Eby Street 
The Alliance Church 
Fami ly  B ib le  School: Pastor: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 o.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Worship Service: 11:00 a.m. Fellowshipservice 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries • Home Bible Studies * Visitation 
4923 Agar  Avenue 635-7727 
7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
685.6480 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday  Services: 
9:30 a.m. Chr is t ian Educat ion (al l  ages)  
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 
For Fur ther  In fo rmat ion  call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 
• Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Paston 
1t a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, I Jdlto' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635-6173 
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. . . . .  .... NeW ;Superintendent takes ov,er :: 
Wedn day: Northwest  ammbUo!iaw . serviC : :: 
' r : ~ . What'S In a name 
i We know that a Haligonian of  Greenville --Greenvillers; 
hailsi:fr0m Halifax; And aHat :  •.where ian can besafdy used is " 
ter inhabits Medicine Hat. A : •with Calg~ians, Port :Ed'  
Newfie by any other name wardians, and perhaps-Ross- 
:.would still have hisdelightful ' woodians.~ , ~,:' 
I f  you are visiting from the . 
| Fae 
i .... : been named as thenew.Snperin' as. in Langley. Parrott worked 
• . . . .  tendant for the B.C. Ambulance' with one other full-time em- 
".-!: . . . . .  • : . ii::Service in regions ix and seven, ployee in Langley on an 0n- 
!~::: by Fae Mooney : Working out of Iris Skeena duty/on-call shift of seven days : . . : . .  . ., ' . . .  
~ii~ " " . . . . . .  . : ::Health Unit office in Terrace, a week, 24 hours a day, with on- 
Parrott is responsible for the ly an occ.asional break for the 
• ::MUch safer to cali the people •bUdgeting and fiscal control of next two years. 
all,lambulance services in the Parrott took on a new. chal- 
northwestern part of the prov- lenge in 1974 when he assisted 
incelfrom'Vanderhoof to the Carson Smith, the original 
Charlottes and from Ki.timat to owner of the Metropolitan Am- 
the Yukon border. : bulance Service in Vancouver, 
He replaces John Heavener, by gathering and Correlating in- 
who has  been promoted and formation relative to the govern- 
now works in Victoria in the ment's Emergency Health ~ Ser, 
B.C. Ambu!ance. Service. Inspec- vices takeover of all ambulance 
tions Services.' . . . . .  services in the province in 1975. 
Parrot began his career in the With that takeover, six men 
Lower Mainland as a part-time were added to the Langley staff 
member • of the Metropolitan and Parrott was reponsible to 
Ambulance "Service Reserves in find quarters for the service as 
1969. During his two years in the well as to organize working 
Reserves, Parrott received traln- schedules and procure needed 
ing in basic ambulance skills and equipment and supplies. 
in May of 1971 heaccePted, a In  1976 Parrott ransferred to 
full-time driver/attendant posi- the ambulance service in Ab- 
tion with the Richmond Am- botsford and two years later was 
bulance Service. promoted to Unit Chief there. 
In. 1973 he transferred to Parrott transferred to Kelowna 
Richmond Ambulance's recent- in 1981 where he worked as Unit 
ly acquired Anderson Funeral Chief of a nine-member am- 
and Ambulance Servicein Lang- bulance service. While in 
ley and man.aged the ambulance Kelowna, Parrott graduated 
portion of' the business. His from the Advanced Life Support 
duties included the operation of program and later assisted in the 
the Langley service, making re- setting up of a Regional 
queststo themunicipal council Dispatch. Centre. He then 
for operating grants, and the transferred as the Unit Chief of 
maintenance of the employee the Salt Spring Island am- 
payroll for ambulance services bulance service, prior to moving 
Gerry Parrott 
to Terrace. 
Parrott was born and raised in 
the ,Vancouver area, and follow- 
.ing graduation from West Van- 
couver Senior Secondary School 
he enrolled in Business Adminis- 
tration courses at Capilano Co l -  
lege .  
Moving to Terrace with him 
are wife Dawn and their two 
children, 12-year-old Jim and 
10-year-old Charlene. 
Parrott's hobbies include 
photography and computers, 
and he and his wife have also 
been involved with the Scouting 
and Guiding movements in the 
past. 
Island, perhaPs you are a 
Nanaimoite. Applying this suf- 
f ix locally, we ~¢6uld corned up  
with: Kemanoite and Stewartite. 
The suffbc er is more flexi- 
ble, and more.common.. We 
can find Saint Johners, Lon, 
doners,:Fiin Flonner's, Yellow- 
knifers. How about Cedar-- 
valers, Kitwancoolers: Kiti' 
matters, Lakelsers... 
But sometimes the rules just 
can't be applied, What do you 
call someone from Moose 
Jaw??? Or a temporary resi- 
dent at Cranberry ]unction? 
When the rules don't fit the 
name, you can have fun. Even 
when the fules do fit: Residents 
of Thunder Bay call themselves 
Lakeheaders. The people of 
P,E.I, are affectionately known 
as Spud Islanders. Uskovite, 
don't you think, sounds much 
more interesting than Usker or 
Uskite7 
Across the border from 
Stewart, might we meet a 
Hyderizer??? (Canadian gentile 
rules do not apply in the U.S. 
anyway.) 
, ,Many people are not above 
composing humorous gentiles", 
Mr. Rayburn says, for their 
own places. He mentions two 
of the best: Smithereens and 
.Terracites. 
But I have heard it taken one 
step further. In the Yukon, for 
example, a.survivor from 
winter freeze-up to spring 
break-up is considered a Sour- 
dough, a name worn like a 
badge. The rest are just Chee- 
chakos (the equivalent of a 
gi~eenhorn). And like the 
Yukon, which spawned this dis- 
tinction between its Citizens, 
this great Pacific Northwest 
also has similar seasons: early. 
winter, winter, late winter, and 
tourist season. I have heard it 
said that those hardy souls 
among us who survive the 
snowing and the blowing are 
true Terracites. The word even 
implies the sound of tenacity, 
don't you think? And those 
who seasonally inhabit the 
banks of the Skeena re known 
as Terrarists (not to be confus- 
ed with terrorists --  see rule 
#3). What is implied here, and 
hopefully understood, is
welcomeness. 
Whether a Townie or a 
Thornie, a Terracite or a Ter- 
rarist, we fellow,Terrans share 
the most beautiful spot on 
Earth..  
'accent.But° what are we people 
of Terrace Called? 
To the world, of course, we 
are Canadians - -  crazy ~. . .  
CanuckS livingin the Great 
White North. And to Canada 
we are, ah - -  what's out there 
on the west coast? Right, " 
• British Columbians. Regional- 
ly, Wecall ourselves Pacific 
Northwesterners. And the kids 
divide themselves into Townies 
and Thornies. 
Do we Terrace dwellers have 
a name we can declare to the 
world? 
In the current issue, of Cana- 
d ian Geographic magazine, • 
Alan Raybfirn has a bit of fun 
• with what we various Cana- 
dians call ourselves. Our fellow 
Canadiens use the term gentile* 
(jawh,tee-lay) to describe 
"residents of a geographically 
defined place". 
• If you came to Terrace from 
one of our major metropofises 
you were probably a Mon- 
trealer (or Mon~ealais), Toron- 
tonian, Winnipegger, Edmon- 
tonian or Vancouverite. I am a 
former Lotus Lander myself., 
"How do we come up with 
these terms? According to Alan 
Rayburn, there are rules. 
(There are always rules.) He ex- 
plains five different ways to 
form gentile'in English. 
Applying these rules; perhaps 
we can determine the gentile" 
for some of our surrounding 
neighbors. Why not for us too? 
You'll find out. 
How do we begin? "The 
final syllable of the Source 
name usually provides a clue", 
Rayburn says, which will deter- 
mine • whether it should end 
.with n, ian, onian, ite, or er. 
"Rule #1: Use an if the name 
ends with a or ia. This gives us 
Kelonan, Victorian, -- Kit- 
wangan? 
Rule #2: Use onian if the 
place name ends with ton. This 
results in residents calling 
themselves Fredricktonians, 
Saskatonians, --and Hazel- 
tonians? 
Rule #3: Use Jan, ite or er if 
the name ends with a conso- 
nant or silent vowel. But here 
we need to exercise caution, as 
in the 'case of a place name en- 
ding with ville. The rule ap- 
plied would suggest dropping 
the final e and adding ian, 
Which would give us villian, 
This is fine, except hat -- two 
letters accidentally switched 
would give us instead villain. 
POLICE ARE WATCHING FOR SPEEDERS. 
We're seeing more accidents 
caused by excessive speed than 
ever before 
And those accidents ouch the 
lives of people all over the province. 
enforcement i  your area from 
August 26th until September 8th, 
In an effort to'curb speeders, 
local police be increasing 
LOCAL POUCE ' .... .... D ICBC 
• ! 
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IS :  Terrace Review--Wednesday; September 6,:1989 
With schools open once again and the end of summer at 
ban,: the campfire season is pretty well finished. The fine 
weather this year created a lot of good outdoor memories 
for young people like this member of the eighth Terrace 
Cubs, photographed earlier this summer during a picnic on 
Ferry Island. '- 
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you are obligated. ' 
" TAURUS The end of the week brings the Pisces Full Moon. 
• ' Apr. 20-May 20 Be wary of emotional upsets. Take time for your- 
• self . .  ' 
• GEMINI Lively mental rapport with those at home, as well 
May 21.4une 20 as the office family, gives an upscale air to the 
daily routine. 
• . ~ - .  " " " ~ ~  HI~ ' " ,  o , . _ _ . ,~ . . . . , _ . . .  ~ -~- - - - . i  CANCER Have your ditty bag packed. Important meetings 
, June 21July 22 and discussions take place these next few days, 
with some travel involved. • J And Capp ByR Yt J LEO There are treasures lying around that you can /¢ 
July 23-Aug. 22 convert o cash. Look for more profitable ways • y eggle Sm he 
to use your assets. ~ . ~ _ ~  ~ ~ 
VIRGO Be ready for an exceptional opportunity coming 
Aug. 23.Sept. 22 your way. A secret admirer comes forth with an . 
of, er yoU can't refuse. . • , 
LIBRA , Lucky events will happen tf you leave an open- 
I ~  I>OWN~TAIR'C3AGAIN" I ' I- IE tN'ASI- I IF~ UP  8ept.23.Oct.22 ing.Thoseatthetoplook onyouwith favor. " ~_] ~~4~LRI~.~ ~ 
' .  SCORPIO Social contactscould lead to an lnterestingbusi- ~ ~ I Ill ] ~:~'~"~3_1 i /~~oJ~.  
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 hess proposal. It won't hurt to be seen with the ... - " .;,~, II i~:! I- ~ ~  i- ~v- - , '  
SAGITTARIUS Social popularity, romance, creative pursuits, 
Nov. 22-Dee. 21 will be stimulating and fulfilling. Take care that 
' you don't over-extend yourself. ..__ 
CAPRICORN Use care when travelling and don't let the other 
Dee. 22.Jan. 19 person s behavior distract you. Relationships can 
be rather explosive. 
AQUARIUS Resist the impulse to share ~ bright idea with I i ~ 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 another. Revealing aconfidenceis not too smart. Doonesbury , BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
PISCES Feeling sorry for yourself is a quick way to lose 
Feb. 19.Mar. 20 friends. Be careful where you step and what you 
, , , say. ' I ] '~  ~/~-~-~/  
Y/~-:Y " M TH A BI/~PO, 
' "'l: BERT'~ ~L+_ ,Tw, ea+r~'m]mv'vv°u .x:~
• ~ r-~AJv~m~mr I 
~ ~ ~ ".....-~, ~v~.~. I 
• " .: . . : : .~  I 
• : i 4603 Park Ave. Terrace (across from lheiibrai:'r J 
I 
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W - -  Wednesdayi 
winners re+warded . :::.. 
41~t , , -  
This poster design by Hannah Rensby was unanimously 
judged to be the winning entry for the older age group in the 
Kermode Friendship Centre's drug and alcohol awareness 
contest. 
Peanuts 
trip for 
oldt imer 
A Terrace Oldtimer going on 
a trip with the Orient Express to 
a Peanut's tournament in 
California?. " 
by. Nancy On" 
• Surely.someone was pulling 
my legt 
But:due to the intrepid toil of 
thisinvincible investigator the 
• facts were unfolded: 
The'Terrace. Oldtimer is our 
dauntless hockey player, Harold 
Winners in the Kermode FriendshiP Centre's 
contest for the best anti-drug and alcohol poster 
stopped by the center last Wednesday to pick up 
their prizes. 
Friendship Society board members Lorna 
Johnson and Greg McQuarrie handed out the 
following: 11-15 year category --  $100 for first 
place to Hannah Rensby (poster shown at left); 
gift certificates .for second and •third place to 
Rodney Sanchea and  Mark Anson; most 
original,, Sini0ne Lesson and most inspiring, 
Kale R. Paul. 
In the 7-10 year category, Stephanie Jacobs 
received $50 for first prize, Fraser de Walle and 
Ryan Beckley got gift certificates for second and 
third place, Jordan Cain was honored for most 
original and Steven Gervais' entry was judged 
most inspiring. 
Kermode Friendship •Centre spokesman Joe 
Gosnell said they are making efforts to have 
Hannah Rensby's poster printed in volume for 
display during National Drug and Alcohol 
Awareness Week in November. All the winning 
entries axe available for viewing at the Skeena 
Mall. 
I 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
, "rhese Ads appear In the more than go NewpePers of the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Association 
and ~each more than 1,400,000 homes and a potential two marion readers. 
$159; for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
Terrace Review at 635-7840. 
• , . . • " 
AUTOMOTIVE [ BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED PERSONAL 
GOVERNMENT CASH 
GRANTS NOW AVAILABLB! 
1989 Ed~ion l i~  IXO~ad-  
end grants for budnessee, l .re'm- 
ere, students, artists, set,ors. 
$24.95 cheque, credit card, 
C.O.D. On, dale Publishing, 
#200, 4505-101SL, Edmonton, 
TSE5C6. (453)454-4444. 
OAROENINO • 
Interested in Greenhouse or Hy- 
dropordo Gardening? .GreelP 
houses $195, Hydroponic v, ar- 
dens $89, Holldes Irom $140. 
Over 2000 products in stock, 
super pdcoe. Free catalogue. 
Call Toll-free 1.800-663-5619. 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vancouver, B.O. V6B 
8N9. 
Resident camtakerlmanager, 
Chase, B.C. - the B.C. Housing 
MarBgement Corn.miss~. " b ten- 
dedng for thbpcaition for mekSO 
unit senior dtize~ apedment 
compbx. Tender dooumentsare 
available from BCHMC, 290 
Manaimo Avenue We~t, Pentlc~ 
ton, B.C. V2A 1N5. (604)493.. 
0301. Site vbwlng at Chase on 
Fdday, Sei I. ,8, 198g at1 la.m. 
52 bed ~ennecllm cam lecigty In 
Maple Ridge requires full-Ume 
R.N.S's. Must have current 
~.N.KB.C. reglstrstion. Send 
~sume to: Director of Resident 
Care, 12155 Edge St., Maple 
Ridge, B.C. V2X 6(t7. 
SELL COUNTRY. WOODEH- 
WARE, spicos, glftwaro and 
more. Home Party Plan. L~ 
owrdng your own country store. 
Excellent Income oppodun~, 
tra~n~g ~ .  Caa ~-e0o.561- 
6132 or write: /~shton Brook 
Country Denom, No.1-2915 - 19 
St. N.F.~, Calgary, T2E 7A2. 
Seth Central B.C,I Expanding 
Chryaier-Jeep Dealer needs top 
~,hank~ d ~  and m~. 
Top wages for top people. The 
beat In medical dental and pen- 
~n~_ on~ e xw~r~d 
apply. Resume uox 2319, Grsna 
Forks, B.C. VOH 1He o¢ call 
(604) 442-8849. 
Ucemed mechanlo required for 
largo orowlng Vancouver Impod. 
car dealership. Top wages ano 
beheld, flat ~e, unlimited I~er~ 
liel. Reply with resume to Box 
3109, o'o Vancouver Courier, 
2094 W. 43rd Ave., Vancouver, 
B.C. VSM 2C9. 
Restaurant Management Oppor- 
tunity. Joln our team, well .train. 
Send resume, Aberaeen 
McDonald's, 1465 W. TremCs- 
neda Hwy, Kamloope, B,C. VIS 
1A1. 
Registered Nurses needed for 
ho~olal m~ignmenl: Sou u~.m 
Calllornkz, excellent benefits in- 
duding accommodation, Send 
resume to P.O. Box 63g, Pod 
Cequitlam, B.C. V3B 61-19 or call 
(604)944-1326. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABY BOY. 
BOrn Sept.1,1970 id I-ioly Oro~ 
Hospital in Calgary. Nalulal 
mother looking for reunion. 
(604)535-1700. 
REALESTATE 
'i/2, I, 5, 10+/acre dvedront and 
view lots on the'rhompson River, 
6 miles West of Kamlo~ lake. 
Terms OAC. Call mdleet, 
(6o4) 373-22e2. 
Cute, ¢ornly country living, 8 bed-. 
room home, 4,5 minutes from 
Kamloops, 10 toTodd Mountain. 
Renovated lull basement. 1/2 
acre. New mttellte system. 
$39,500. (604)578-7002, 
SERVICES 
Major ICBO and injury claims. 
Joel A, Wener, tdal lawyer for 21 
years. Call oollect, 736-6500 
Vanoouver. If no recovew, no 
fee. No Yukon enquides. 
Oan I help you? Retired busi- 
nessman will assist in any matter 
large or small Vancouver area. 
Write Robert's Confidential, 
#1003-1236 Bidwell, Vancouver, 
V6G 2K9, Phone 669-8009. 
POND AID - Cu~ine Ior idgee line 
dear dean water. Odor free. 
Free consultaUon. Call, write: 
Nstural/~I Products, #1,4415-61 
Ave. S.E., Calgary, "1"20 lZ6. 
1-800-661-8457,(403)279-8881. 
MANURE HANDI.~IG and odor a 
problem? Call for Informstlon on 
swine, pouary, dslry, dead anlml 
plls. Free consultation. Natural 
Aid Products, 1-800-661-8467, 
(403) 279-8881. 
Expedite prepaid perce 
Lives and friends reald 
U.S.S.R, Ukranlan 
Centre, 873 East Hm 
ValX:ouver, B.C. ~/ 
Phone (604)253-8642. 
a ls to rels- 
liv  lng In the 
. .R, m l n 8entbe 
I-lastings t., 
m . V6A 1R8. 
WHY? Gamblingl Funl Exalts- 
menu WHAT'/ Univemal Fun 
Finders Reunion Toud WHERE? 
Nev,Kla, November 1989. 
ing at $439. Oonlad your Travel 
Agent odayl Bdng yourldendM 
No money dawn OA.C. lease/. 'BK~YCLESTORE/ANDMORE" 
buy any new/wed cat or ~ Quick return on investmsnt -
Deal d[red wilh Factory Bro~er. reception prod/Eat, 8 yrs. High 
males/low overhead- fast growln 
D~60g~. ex~le~ (604)290-3659. Industry - year round business. 
Active J~Jto Brokers, ph, Joe/Oladys-(604)298-9930. 
agem ~,~ive ~ Ser~ee. 
CarS ,~,  ~8,DCaXS.  
Cd Mr, Pdce (o~y), (604)434. 
1319. D6476. 
FREE: 1989 Guide to study-el- 
home con~spondenca diploma 
courses for i:)restiglous careers: 
BUSlNESSOPPORTUNITIE~ I Book~ep~g, Bus~ess, Come- 
8TART YOUR OWN IMPORTi I tology, Electronics, Legal/MedF c4d Secretary, Psychology, 
Cox; the Orient Express is a EXPORT business, even.q)axe TraveI. Granton(1A),1055West 
lima. No money or experience: Georgia St., #2002, Vancouver, 
team of veteran hockey players ~ lO4e. Free brochure. B.C. 1-800.950-1972. 
from Vancouver (of mainly Wade Wodd Trade, rJo Cdn. 
Asian ancestry); the tournament Small Business I~L Dept Wl~ FOR SALE MISO. " 
1140 Belbmy Rd. N.#1, SCad~x 
is an invitational competition ou0h, OntadoM1H1H4. LlgMing fixtures. Western Can.- 
produced by Charlie Schultz, NEED A CHANGE AND WORK ada'slargestdloplay. Wholesme 
• and retall. Free catalogue avail- 
. creator of the comic strip "Pea- ASANENTREPRENEUR. lean able. Nod0um Llghtlng Centre, 
" '  " $10,050amonthwithinSmonu=. aby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
nuts , on his ranch in Santa show you how to be eam~..g 4600 East Hastlngs treet, Bum- 
Rosa, California. wllh lutt a mklmum kwostme.nt d 
: For more than 15 years, ~c~e~land~.Y~ua~6~~ (504)a99-0~.. 
NORITAKE CHI~I~EI  T~ 
Schultz has ,invited teams of ,(6o4)e~2a522o.. . Iio dl~omt on current patterns. 
.... over'40 and over-65-year-olds Delivered well-packed, Insured. 
:from around the world to his p.,~bv, CommmvF~sele__dueF'¢abib~d Vancouv r Island Spedy your Nodtake paUem. 
:huge ranch, which even has its - -  ¢leelmelal Alexander'e;~odtsha Ex- 
Own ice nnk. Last year the Tar- ~ in~,~lxane ,  pe~', Toronto, toll-free: 1-800- Ihop, yegow_ pages, smploysu., 
race Oldtimers were invited but oonlrac~ Readytglaiw.over, u 263~eg6, 10a.m.-Sp.m. EDT. 
could not field a team, so the in- ~Bn0 stock and equ~_ era. ¢llpandeeve. 
1~50,000 Iirm. Wdte: G. Plstts, IVk~herlode Store, Wells, B.C. 
*" ivitation went to the Oriental Ex- FIRl,~,,C28,Peaddand, B.C. Store, 3 Commercial lots, 
press rink in Vancouver..They Inventors, you mn prdlt from Hwy126, SeUlngendbuylnoraw 
asked Harold if he would hke to your Ideas. Fo¢lreo Idonn~lm ~dd, Jewebry, solNenire. Coy- 
come with them:this year. ~dl Padllo Inventions me., emmenlAgeno/Sloret $86,O0O "" (604)684-£R~) wdte #700:~... and stock. (604)994-3455. Box 
~ :"It was fantastic," said Cox, Wod~Vancouver,  v~ 9,Welb, VOK2RO. 
" te~S from everywhere - -  l 4N$. ' " .. YELLOWKNIFE, NWTillust~ed 
metsome from Switzerland, and Madns.SlmwapLJa. Includes I~t~/. Yellow~leh~orylxo}- '- o~ pre-publ]catlonpdce ~,5, 
an "over-65 from Japan, The ~ 'e°ata '~ '  boat launch, .... - -~ ,  d j~d .m.a .u~.., aawse~.~,~o. St~ed~on 
: oldest player l met W,aS 83. ~=atr~.  umm~_r~ pdntsd. Cheque, momyoreerto: 
"TheaccommodaUon was ex- Realty, (60~)8~2-71,14. ~ NodWest Publishing, Box 879, 
Davit, Executive Realty, Secheit, B,C., VON 3AO. 
: ceUent. And entertainment was ~.~)e~.050t, Salmon Ann, MATERNITYCA-~'~-'-~ 
brought in from cities nearby. It n)fundable on order. ToiHree l- 
was great fun and great sport." p/~3OFOULOS 2 FOR 1' eoo.eel.lS2e, c~ary 1403- 
Plz,mFranchl~nowavallablein 2S3-6956. Grest 11nissMstemlly 
"~' The final prize? What else but the Koolonay region. Phone Culaiogue,7148F'bl~r~.S.E., 
a Big Snoopy trophyl (~04)859-6~1.  Calgary,/~be~,T2HOW3. 
7" .• : :  , . .  
HEAL1TI 
VITAMIN DISCOUN'P3 STORES 
in Vancouver welcome mail or- 
ders. Write to BEA Per Capita, 
260 S,W. Madne Drive, Vancou- 
ver, B,C. for .your FREE ca~- 
~ue. 
HELP WANllED 
HOUSEWIVES, Mothers & inter- 
eared pemons needed Immedi- 
ately to eel toys and outs for Na- 
tional Home Pady Plan. No Im 
vestment, dellvedee or money 
coile(:tlon: Call (519)258-7905. 
A SALES DREAMt Prestige 10 
year old multi-million dollar 
firm minks 2 representatives to 
service estsbllstzed retell so- 
counts In your area. F.xpect 
earnings of $1,S00 to $2,000, 
(comm.) weekly, placement 
effeotivelmmedletely mr quell- 
fled applicants. Call (416)756- 
2111 or (418)756-7/96 for your 
~nfldantlallntervlsw. 
Registered Nurses: Required by 
St. Bmlholomow'e Hospital In the 
beautluI Frassr Canyon in South- 
ern B.C. Acommodallon avail- 
able at $126 monthly. Extended 
work day Khedule. Contact Bil 
Spears or Mrs. Share at 
(604)455-2221 or Box 99, Lytton, 
B.C. VOK lZO. 
• • , " . . , 
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CLASSIFIED • 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G:IM7 
Phone 635'7840 
• All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa o r  
Mastercard. when phoning • 
in ads, please have your card 
number and expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $I.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $ZOOextra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
MiniMum Australian bunnies. Differ- 
ent colours. Asking $5. each.Phone 
635.2242. 8/25 
Smell white .Biclton/Cocker cross 
puppies. Look like popcorn, $100. 
Also Westle pups. Top bloodllnes, 
shots. $500. open. Will hold. Phone 
632-5294. 1016 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from g to 11 e.m. 
Thursdays from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inqulrlee can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635.7941. 9127p 
Bill and Norms Bennett are holding 
an open house Friday, Sept. 8 at the 
Masonic Hall from 2 to 5 p.m. and 7 
to 9 p.m. on the occasion of their 
GoldenWeddlng AnniVersary. 916p 
RegiMratlon for Vicki Parvlainen 
dance classes at Parkside Elemen- 
taw School gymnasium on Wednes- 
day, Sept. 13 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. 
Limited enrollment available for stu- 
dents 4t/• years and up. Variety 
within classes of jazz, ballet, 
modern ethnic character and tap. 
For information or pre.registration 
(recommended), phone 635-7483. 
916p 
1981" Toyota Tercell, white, hatch- 
back, 2-door, 5-speed, AMIFM, ex- 
cellent condition. Asking $4,500 
OBO. Phone 638-0266. 9120p 
19i~ Subaru GL, 4-door, 5-speed, ex- 
~3~;  . e l l e n t  condition. $6,000. Phone 
. 9t20p 
(~  MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
FOREST TECHNICIAN 
Location: Ministry of Forests,•Terrace, B.C. 
Position: Auxiliary positions are responsible for perfor- 
ming technical dutiesin all aspects of fOrest manage- 
ment: work is performed in the field and in the office. 
Included is enforcement and administration of Ministry 
contracts• 
Qualifications: Technologist school grad in forest 
technology with a minimum of tWO years related ex- 
perience OR Grade 12 grad with four years of related 
work experience. 
Term of Employment: Minimumthree months to a max- 
imum of six months commencing September ! 5 to 
March 31, 1990. 
Salary: $1042.26 bi-weekly. Auxillary~benefits as per 
B.C.G.E.U. Collective Agreement. 
Resumes: Complete a Ministry of Forests application 
~at 5220 Kelth Avenue, . Terrace Reception areaby 
September 8,1989. 91~ 
SPECIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN 
The-Choices Program is seeking energetic 
people to provide support to mentally.handi- 
capped children. Full time and part time work 
is available. " ~. ........ 
Qualifications: Completion Of the C.S.W. pro- 
gram or-equivalent experience in the filed. 
First aid certificate or willing to obtain. Class 
willing to obtain. Must 4 drivers license or 
submtt to a crlm=nal record search. 
For more information contact Unda-Pelletier 
at 1 ,3215Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 
635-7863. mc 
AUTO BODY 
REPAIRMEN 
Immediate openings for 2 
collision repairmen. Please 
call Norm at 635-3929. 
NORM'S AUTO REFINISHING 
TERRACE, B.C. 
916c 
FINANCIAL ANALYST 
Major organization in the Prince Rupert area 
offers a challenging position to an Individual • 
with a combination of business education 
and experience. The ideal candidate will have 
a business diploma/degree, extensive ex- 
perience using LOTUS 123 and dBase and 
good analytical judgement. The incumbent 
will be involved in budgetting, planning, 
analyses and special projects. Reply in con- 
fidence to: File 1000, clo Terrace Review, 4535 
Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C, V8G 1M7. 
"I// 
RECONNECT 
• RECONNECT PROJECT : 
We are looklng for a dynamlc, self.dlrectedpersdn toll i 
manage an Innovative youth street worker pr0grarnin 
the Terrace area. The person will be part of a provincial 
network w0rking in the community to assist.yoUth that 
are on the streets to Reconnect with their home c~m- 
munitles, families and social service agencies. 
The personwe hire,wili be able to workflexible hours, 
have effective communication skills, and have the 
ability and• knowledge t.o access community youth 
resources, agencies and organizations. 
The ability to relate to street youth is considered 
• essential for this challenging position. 
Requirements: Senior matriculation, preferred social 
services degree or related post secondary education 
and: 2 years- related experience. B.C. drivers license. 
Submit toR.C.M.P, criminal record check. • 
Wages: $12.00 per hour based on a 35 hour work week. 
Closing Date: Septemberi12, 1.989 at 4:00 p.m. 
• •~ For further Information, contact Detlef Beck at 
• ': 635.3178. 
Please submit your resume with references to: Terrace 
& Bistdct Community Services Society #1 - 3215 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6. 
Head 
tsp ..... Draugh erson
Duties of this position include developing and maintaining a 
comprehensive topographic and forestry mapping system, and 
maintaining acomputerized geographic information system. 
To qualify, you should be a higi~ school graduate with 
specialized training in • topographic mapping and photogram- 
metry, plus three to five years directly related experience, or a 
high s(~hool graduate with five to seven years direct experience 
in a forestry draughting environment. " 
Please submit your resume before September 22, 1989, to the 
Woodlands Manager, at the address hown below. 
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 
Fort St. James Division 
Post Office Box 254 Fort St. James, BC V0J 1P0 
PRESCHOOL SUPERVISOR required immediately. 
Must have B.C. License to work in a preschool with 
children between ages 3 to 5 years. School runs 
September to June from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Drop off 
resumes at 4016 Anderson Street or phone 638-0703 for 
more information. 9113c 
LIKE SPORTS? 
LIKE TO WRITE? 
GIVE US CALL. 
The Terrace Review 
635.7840 
OKANAGAN FRUIT 
• Apples, Peaches, Pears, Plums, Peppers, 
Nectarlnes, all fresnly plcked. 
Truck wlll be In lot adjacent Slumber Lodge Hotel, 
Wednesday, September 6,1989. 
..... LLi/7: ii:ihll i ii: i/ i L : 
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UPON INSTRUCTIONS FROM MANNING JAMISON LTD. RECEIVER 
DATE: Thursday, Septem~r 21st 10 A.M. 
i m 
PLACE: Drinkwater Road, Duncan, B.C. • 
PREVIEW: Wednesday, September 20th 9AM.5PM 
CHIPPEI~8-197§ Morbark A22 portable chlparvsetor • Morberk Mod. '58 ~w sc'reen "e ~~ 
OEBARKER-8oderhamn 30" square camblo ring • PORTABLE DEBARKERa-2 - 1975 Mor. 
bark Mod. 2250 mounted ontraller • CHiP 8CREEN.Morberk Mortsn mounted on trailer e 
HEADRIG.Lenwood 12" cap. Mighty Mite 28' bed • LOADER.Prentice 800A hyd. mounted 
on tack • LOG 8PLrn'ER.Mantle rJw hyd. power pack • WHEEL LOADERa.lga0 Clark 
75B • 1979 Clark 125B • FORKLIFT.BulImooae 18,00011)8, cap. • TRUCKS-Mack R980TIA 
• Mercury MB00 fuel truck • International S/A dump •Chev  mechanic service • 1981 
Ford F150 p/u • OFRCETRAILER-Artlaan 10'x50' • Buildings • Conveyors • Transfer • 
Electrical • Shop Equip • Office Equip • 
I - FOR 8ALE BY PRIVATE TREATY 
h 
WOOD CHIP BARGE LOADING FACILITY - -  System Built 1988 ~cated at Cowlchan Bay, 
B.C. Please phone for details. " ,  • 
TRUCK 8ALE - -  1988 Pacific Model PSP.80104 shallow pattern motor,size 1D'xS0', concrete 
|deck, 80 ton, ~w IBM Forestry Management computer (This unit will be sold-High Bid Sub- 
l 'Ject to Bank Approval). • . ' 
i 
UPCOMING AUCTIONB 
I 1) MIDWEST MACHINERY, SEP1;. 12, WINNIPEG, MACHINE TOOLS 
I 2) GUARDALL FINANCIAL, SEPT. 14, TORONTO, COMPUTERS 13, CREATIVE TOUCH MILLWORKS, SEPT~19, EDMONTON, WOODWORKING EQUIP. 
FREE PICTORIAL BROCHURE ON REQUEST 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
h 
, lx6 
C.*NNE  H 
lx6 lx8 
• Rough 
• Plain 
• Timbers 
• Bums 
• Round 
Fence PoE Is 
Other 
Fencing 
Material ~' lx~. lxS, ' lx lO.  
'¢1-- Vl"aG ----1" . Cedar 
• Pine .. 
lx4 lx6 . . . . . . .  • Co l lonWood • 
|X4, o r  x6, or  xa . .  ,eCodar & SPF 
l x3  . . . . . . . .  * HemloCk 
Competative Prices! 
DEPENDABLE LUMB .  
Box 7 
Haze.on. B.C. 842'5660 
i i 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, ~ laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 tfn~ 
I 
I I I I  
FOR RENT 
, 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635.5224 
i i I I I  I 
Available Immediately - -double 
wide trailer, four appliances, natural 
i 
as furnace. Adults only, no pets. 
4951month, deposit required. 
Phone 635-5786. 9/6p 
: ROOm end beardavailBble In Terrace 
~ $25a day. Phone 638.8293. 9120(: 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
Newsprint -- 22,/="x35", 2,000 
sheets to a carton, white and green 
color. Priced below cost at $65 per 
carton. Ideal for packaging, wrap- 
ping, artwork, etc. Phone 635-7840, 
ask for Mark. tfnp 
Fitted Indlspoaable 100 percent cot- 
ton diapers with adjustable velcro 
~stenere. Environmentally friendly, 
tim(i saving Gild (~omf0rtablel Dis- 
trlbuted locally. Phone 638-1204, 
I " ' 9120p 
Reduced to $1,000. Apple'lle with 
monitor and external disk drive. 
Phone 635.6853. • 9120p 
One Atlas Mark IV belted G70-A on 
Chev rim; two FlreBtone P205/70-14 
steel.belted radials; two deluxe Gulf 
H78-14 belted on Chev •rims;. $40 
ea(:h. Phone 635-6853. 9/20p 
Nor¢o 12,speed bike, $75; Sprinter 
5-speed, $50~ Phone 635-6853. 9120p 
One 88.inch Franklin fireplace, small 
airtight wood stove, various and 
miscellaneous lengths of chimney, 
rain cap and plenum, between two 
and three cords of mixed birch, 
alder, jackpine and hemlock 
firewood, seasoned for four years. 
Entire package, $200. Call 635.7840 
days, 635-3103 evenings, ask for 
Mike. tfnp 
-FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1:, unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
1 adjoining unit, 
1,735 sq. ft. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft' off ice, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
635-3355. 
!kSSWIED 
m==m,mammmmmm, 
LOST -- Beige leather purse con- I, sharon FBgen, as of Sept. 1, 1989, 
tainlng all personal i.D., near or in am no longer responsible for any 
the Skeena Hotel. Phone 638-8714. debts incurred by Bradly Maurice 
916no Nazaruk. 9113p 
LOST -- Box lost In July 1st move. 
Contents Include: comforter, pine 
mirror, jolly-Jumper, toys, etc. If 
found, please phone 635-0420. 916nc 
17Y=.fo0t Checkmate ski boat, 200 
HP Merc. outb,~ard with extra props. 
Also E-Z load trailer. For more Infor- 
mation call 638-8462 or 635-2223 
after 6:30 p.m. 9113p 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net.; 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
1975 12x98 mobile home with four • 
appliances, new gas furnace, 
situated on treed 75'x200, lot and 
next to golf course. $25,500. Phone 
635.4332. 9/27p 
Home for sale: room with a view. 
1,250 sq.ft, per floor, 4 bedrooms (2 
up, 2 down), 2 full baths, located on 
66 acres. Features: fireplace, coun- 
try kitchen, cedar ceiling In DR and 
LR, sundeck, etc., wood/electric fur- 
nace with Hydro Plus, spring.fed 
ponds (potential for trout farm), 
34'x70' storage shed with potential 
income of $2,0001yr. Options: in- 
clude a working sawmill, John Deem 
cat, satellite dish, antique wood 
stove. Located 2.5• miles from 
Lakelse Lake. Asking $99,500. 
Phone 635-6736 evenings. 9113p 
Lot for sale, paved road, close to 
schools and hospital. House has to 
be demolished. To view, 2105 Pear. 
$25,000 gag. Phone 638-1232. 9113p 
For rent -- 21-tt. "Security motor- 
home, fully equipped, complete kit- 
chen, bathroom and shower. Sleeps 
six. Excellent condition Phone 
638-1468. 9/6p 
Harley Davldson FXR, 1340cc, in- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 1979 Chev Y=.ton, PS, PB, excellent 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for condition. $3,500 gag. Call Mike at 
Mark. tfnp 638-1652. 916p 
1983 GS 550E Suzuki with helmet. 1983 Blazer S.10 Tahoe, V-6, automatic, 4x4, power windows, air 
Runs great, $2,500 gag. Phone Mike conditioning, cruise control. $11,200 
at 638-1652. 916p gag.  Phone 636-2574 (view at air- 
port lot). Ask for Scott. 9120p 
Hammond organ, deluxe model. 
$3,000. Phone 635-3575. 9120p 
Lowrsy twin keyboard organ. $1,800 
new. Sacrifice at $500. Phone 
635-6853. 9120p 
Wanted -- 10-key adding machine 
with screen display and print out. 
Preferably electric or with adapter. 
Phone 638-0402. 9116p 
TOP PRICES FOR 
PINE 
MUSHROOMS 
:4430 Craig Avenue 
(the old bus depot) 
635-3600 
or 638-1354 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
ALLEN -- On Tuesday, August 29, 
1989, after a brief Illness, Mrs. 
Margaret Bryson (Marg) Allen, late, 
of '3066 6th Avenue, Port Albernl, 
B.C., passed away at the West 
Coast General Hospital, at the age 
of 61 years. Survived by her loving 
family, husband, Jim; son, Dennis 
and wife Leslie of Terrace, B.C.; 
daughtem, Sandy Smith, Dlsnne ~ 
Glesbrecht and husband Dwight of 
.Port .Albernl, and Brenda Moray of 
i~amloope, B.C.; a brother, Bill 
Rodgers of Brandon, Manitoba and 
sister, Irma HIIIla of William8 Lake, 
B.C.; nine grandchildren, Joey, Jef- 
frey and KrletI-Lynn Allen, Grog and 
Tara. Smith, Erlca and Ryan Glee- 
brecht and David and Brian Moray. A 
Service of Remembrance was held 
at 1 p.m. Friday, September 1 from 
the Chapel of Memories Funeral 
Home, 4005 6th Avenue, with Fr. 
Gary Hartman officiating. Crema- 
tion took place. In lieu of flowers, If 
friends so desire, donations may be 
made to the Cancer Society, Box 
1233, Port Aibeml, B.C. V0Y 7M1. 
Chapel of Memories entrusted with 
' arrangements, Phone 723-3633, 
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Province of Bdtleh Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
• end Highways 
HIGHWAY - -  TENDERS 
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Provlnca of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation = 
and Highways 
HIGHWAY - -  TENDERS 
Electoral Distdct: Prince Rupert 
Highway Dlstdct: Skeena 
Project or Job Number! M 
4875-0503 
Project or Job Description: ~ 
Repairing, c leaning, seal, 
welding,• hot-dip galvanizing 
steel fence panels from McCly- 
mont Bridge #1431 and Galloway 
Rapids Bridge #0745. 
THE • TENDER SUM FOR THIS 
PROJECT IS TO INCLUDE AP- 
PLICABLE FEDERAL AND PRO- 
VINCIAL SALES TAX. Tenders 
must be accompanied by a sure- 
ty bid bond or certified deposit 
cheque in accordance with In, 
structions to Bidders. 
Tender Opening Date: Septem- 
ber 19, 1989 
Tender Opening Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail -: 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 Kelth Avenu~l: Ter-. 
race, B.C. between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday 
to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
flca: 638-3362. 
Telex number of odglnating of- 
lice: 638-3546. 
Tenders wil l  be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. 9/13c 
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Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
HIGHWAY - -  TENDERS 
Electoral Distdct: Skeena 
Highway DIBtdct: Skeena 
Project or Job Number: M 
4875.O5O4 
Electoral Dlstdct: Skeena 
Highway Dlstdct: Skeena 
Project or Job Number: 
PM589-80 
Project or Job I)escdptlon: Sup- 
ply Industrial First Aid Atten- 
dant. 
THE TENDER SUM FOR THIS 
PROJECT IS TO INCLUDE AP- 
PLICABLE FEDERAL AND PRO- 
VINCIAL SALES TAX. 
Tender Opening Date: 
September 14, 1989 * 
Tender Opening Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Professional Services, Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways, 
4837 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1K7 between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday 
to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
lice: 638-3362. 
Telex number of odginMI,g of- 
lice: 638-3546. 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. 
D.J. St. Thomas, 
Project Manager 
Ministry Official 
. ,  .~; . . . . . .  . .T . . :  rl~r,~ ' , " l i t  " i . . . . . . . .  
Project or Job Description: 
Repairing, cleaning, seal- 
welding, • hot-dip galvanizing 
• steel fence panels • from Terrace 
Overhead #2416, Humphrey 
Bridge #1477 and Nalbeelah 
Bridge #1479. 
THE TENDER SUM FOR THIS 
PROJECT IS TO INCLUDE AP- 
PLICABLE FEDERAL AND PRO- 
VINCIAL SALES TAX. Tenders 
must be accompanied by a sure. 
ty bid bond or certified deposit 
cheque in accordance with In- 
structions to Bidders. 
Tender Opening Date: Septem. 
bar 19, 1989 
Tender Opening Time: 2:15 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plane, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Set. 
vices, 4837 Keith Avenue, Ter. 
race, B.C. between the hours of 
8:30 a.m.-and 4:30 p.m. Monday 
to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of. 
floe: 638-3362. 
Telex number of originating of. 
rice: 638-3546. 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 Keith Avenue, Tel'. 
race, B.C. 9113c 
ACCIDENTS HURT 
EVERYBODY. 
L 
22, 
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Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, September 6,1989 - " " 
CLAS'SIFIE'L 
KITSUMKALUM 
]',AND COUNCIL 
OWNER: Kitsumkalum Band Council 
• ADDRESS: P.O. Box 544, Terrace, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: VSG 4B5 
NOTICE TO TENDER 
TWO (2) CONTRACT TENDERS ARE REQUIRED 
FOR HOUSE CONSTRUCTION 
Sealed tenders will be received by the undersigned for the construc- 
tion of two (2) sets of nine (9) Residential Units (single family dwell- 
Ings). 
Plans, specifications, and other tender documents will be available 
to prime contractors at the office of Kltsumkalum Band Council. 
One set of tender documents will be Issued to each prime contractor 
upon deposit of $50.00 per set, refundable on return of tender 
documents in complete and good condition. 
Each tender shall be accompanied by a bid bond duly executed with 
the name of the project and the owner in the amount of at least 10% 
of the tender price and an Undertaking of Surety by the Bid Bond 
Surety to provide a Performance Bond and Labour Material Payment 
Bonds each in the amount of 50% of the contract price. 
Tenders will be received at the Kltsumkalum Band Council office not 
later than 4:00 P.M. (PST), Monday, September 11, 1989. 
THE LOWEST OR ANY TENDER WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE AC- 
CEPTED. 
ALL BUILDINGS MUST BE WARRANTED BY THE BC NEW HOME 
WARRANTY PROGRAM. 
Questions are to be directed to: Kltsumkalum Band Council: 
. .y 
MUKS.~M.OL-HOUSING sOCmETY 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Owner. MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
Address; Suite 302, 4622 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V6G 1M9 
NOTICE TO TENDER 
CONTRACT TENDERS ARE REQUIRED 
FOR HOUSE CONSTRUCTION 
Sealed tenders will be received by the undersigned for the construe- 
tlon of 24 Residential Units consisting of 12 Duplex type buildings on 
one site. 
Plans, specifications, and other tender documents will be available 
to prime contractors at the office of Muks-kum.ol Housing Society. 
One set of tender documents will be Issued to each prime contractor 
upon deposit of $200.00 per set, refundable on return of tender 
documents in complete and good condition. 
Each tender shall be accompanied by a bid bond duly executed with 
the name of the project and the owner in the amount of at least 10% 
of the tender price and an Undertakino of Surety bv the Bid Bond 
Surety to provide a Performance Bond and Labour Material Payment 
Bonds each in the amount of 50% of the contract price. 
Tenders will be received at the Muks-kum-ol Housing Society office 
not later than 4:00 P.M. (PST), Monday, September 11, !989'. 
THE LOWEST OR ANY TENDER WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE AC. 
CEPTED. 
ALL BUILDINGS MUST BE WARRANTED BY THE BC NEW HOME 
WARRANTY PROGRAM. 
Questions are to be directed to: Muks.kum.ol Housing Society, 
Telephone: 638-8339. 9/6¢ 
, . , . . 
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IETY the Province of Bdtlsh Columbia 
• Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
An Interim tender package for this project may be obtained from HIGHWAY -- TENDERS 
office of Muks.kum-ol Housing Society, Suite 302, 4622 Craig 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1M9, upon payment of the applicable non- 
refundable deposit. COMPLETE TENDER DOCUMENTS MAY .BE 
VIEWED AT THE OFFICE OF_ MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY. 
• Tender envelopes must clearly show the name of the project. To be 
consldered, each tender must be accompanied by the tender security r 
epeclfled In the Tender Documents. The lowest or any tender wlll not 
._ necessarlly be accepted. 
Tender Closing: Sealed tenders wlll be received at the office of Muks- 
kum-ol Housing Society, at the address above, on or before 4:00 P.M. 
(PST), on Monday, September 11, 1989. 
Scope; The works in this project will consist of: * clearing approx- 
Imately 0.80 hectares; * construction of approximately 180 linear 
meters of 6 m wide road, Including stripping gravel sub-base, base 
course, asphalt surfacing and Curbs; * construction of 24 paved 
driveways; * supply and Installation of ducting, for underground wir- 
ing; • two (2) catch basins, including approximately 47 m of leads; 
approximately 156 m of 150 mm die. storm drainage forcemain; 
construction of a duplex drainage lift station; * construction of a de- 
tention/infiltration pond; * supply and Installation of approximately 
179 m of 200 mm dla. gravity sewermaln, Including 100 mm die. ser- 
vice connectiOns to each duplex unit; * supply and installation of ap- 
proximately 100 m of 63 mm die. sewage forcemaln; * two (2) 
manholes; * construction of a duplex sewage lift station; * s~Jpply 
and Installation of approximately 200 m of 150 mm die. watermain in, 
eluding two (2) gate valves and 25 mm dla. service connections to 
1 each duplex unit; and * construction of granular fill house pads for 
each duplex unit. 
Location: This project is located between Pear and Sparks Street, 
north of Weber Avenue in Terrace, B.C. 
I)epoelt: $40.00 non-refundable. 1 
• Notice: For further Information, contact Muke-kum-ol Housing Soci- 
I ety at 638-8339. 916c 
Bectorel District: Skeena 
Highway Dietdot: Skeena 
Project or Job Numben C-5032 
Project or Job Description: 
Realign 980 m of Yellowhead 
Highway #16 approximately 44.6 
km east of Terrace. 
THE TENDER SUM FOR THIS 
PROJECT IS TO INCLUDE AP- 
PLICABLE FEDERAL AND PRO- 
VINCIAL SALES TAX. 
Tender Opening Date: Septem- 
ber 15, 1989 
Tender Opening Time: !1:00 a.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plane, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, 300 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, 
except Holidays. 
Phone number ot odglnatlng of. 
flee: 638-3360. 
Telex number of originating of. 
rice: 638-3316. 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Skeena District Of- 
fice, 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1V4. 
J.R. Newhouse 
District Highways Manager 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
DIVSION OF VITAL 
STATISTICS 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
Director of Vital Statistics for a 
change of name, pursuant o the 
provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: Patrick William Hildebrandt 
of 4735 Straume Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM 
Patrick William HIIdebrandt o 
Patrick William HIIdebrandt 
McPhee. 
DATED THIS 31ST DAY OF 
AUGUST, A.D. 1989 916¢ _ 
Project 092025 -- To supply I 
labour and materials for ADDI- I 
TION TO THE TERRACE AM- I 
BULANCE STATION, Highway 
16 West-& Eby Street, Terrace, 
B.C. Tender documents may be 
obtained after August 22nd, 
1989 from British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 4825 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1K7. 
Sealed Tenders will be received 
at the above address until 3:00 
P.M, September 8th, 1989, and 
will be opened in public at that 
time. 
Tender Documents may be 
reviewed at Prince Rupert Con- 
struction Association, 739 2nd 
Avenue West, Prince Rueprt, 
B,C. VSJ 1M4; Terrace-Kitimat 
Construction Association, 4931 
Keith Avenue, Tei~rece, B.C. V8G 
1K7. 
For . lurther Information call I 
Bar ry  Book in Terrace. at  I 
J 
! 
i m 
PROVINCE OF / ~  
BRITISH COLUMBIA | ]biMH[I 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS ~__~,/ 
GOVERNMENT 
OF CANADA 
Canadian FOrestry Service 
NOTICE OF FEDERAU 
PROVINCIAL CONTRACT 
PROJECT(S) TO BE FINANCED 
BY THE GOVERNMENT OF 
CANADA-CANADIAN 
FORESTRY SERVICE AND THE 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY FORESTS 
UNDER THE FOREST RESOURCE ' 
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (FRDN 
ronment . . . .  
Jp--- 
continued from page,!:ii.~: 
arguments that presently color ' 
the envirnomentai-economic 
debate," says Furney. " : ~ " 
The majority of the regional 
district board, however, aren't 
sure just hownon-partisan 
BCEII information might be. 
Directors Les Watmough, Dan 
Pakula, Gordon Sebastian 'and 
Chee Ling opposed a motion 
made by Terrace director Bob 
Cooper .and seconded by Hazel- 
ton director Pete Weeber to join 
the organ!zation. Gordon Rob- 
inson supported the •motion 
while Jeanne Monaghan, who 
wasn't present when the vote 
was taken, questioned the 
BCEII aims and objectives 
earlier in the debate and had the 
issue tabled until the end of the 
meeting. 
In making his motion, Cooper 
described the BCEII board of 
directors as a "forward-16oking 
group". Weeber agreed, saying 
he believed BCEII was a group 
"looking for-some middle 
ground" and said he believes it 
to be a group capable of doing 
the job. The BCEII board con- 
sists of Furney, Ray Descham- 
bault of Sardis, a member of the 
Share the Stein Committee, Gra- 
ham Lea of Vancouver epre- 
senting the Truck Loggers' As- 
sociation, Jack Patterson of 
Vancouver, Managing Director 
of the B.C. YUkon Chamaber'of 
Mines, and Murray Cantelon, 
the IWA Business Agent in 
Courtenay. 
Pakula, though, was skeptical 
and questioned the reliability of 
charts prepared by Morseby 
COnsulting Ltd. and supplied by 
BCEII. Ling agreed, saying 
Sealed tenders for the following charts cap-:be misleading - -  it 
STAND TENDING cOntracts will 
be received by the Regional/ i depends who prepares them. As 
District Manager, Ministry of l:anexample, he pointed out that, 
Forests 200 -5220 Kelth Avenue, I tOniC i f  you're 
Terrace, B.C. on the dates shown [ ',,~u-nmonia is a 
below, i unconscious." Sebastian, .on the 
• Contract: ST89R05-045. Located: " other hand, said :he believed a 
Deception Lake Kltlmat Valley. 
Forest District: Kalum, for 
Juvinile Spacing on 84 hectares. 
Viewing Date: September 15, 
1989 leaving Kalum District Of- 
fice 200 - 5220 Kelth Avenue at 
9:00 a.m. 
Viewing of this site prior to sub- 
mlttlng a bid Is mandatory. 
Deallne for receipt of tenders is 
1:00 p.m., September 20, 1989 at 
which time all tenders will be 
opened; 
membership with BCEII could 
provide another point of view 
on environmental issues but he 
objected tothe annual fee. "The 
forest companies hould put in 
the money," said Pakula. 
An annual membership with 
BCEII is priced at only $100but 
Furney says donations are wel. 
corned as well. Port McNeill for 
example, says Furney, donated 
one dollar per capita which 
came to $2,559. 
Amiga 1000 computer with RGB 
monitor, colour printer, mouse, gen- 
lock, software, books, etc. Asking 
J $2,500. Phone 638-1441. 1113 
G.E. harvest gold self cleaning 
stove, good condition, $250. Hot 
point automatic washer; almond, 
new condition, $350. Six.drawer 
i Lax Kw'elaams Indian Band I dresser, $75. 39" Mates bed, 
$200 =/t size bed, mattress & box- i Port Slmpso.n, B.C. V0V 1H0 i 2-drawers, mattress, new condition, 
| Phone. 1135-3293 [ spring Included, $75. All Items In 
i The Lax Kw'alaams Indian Sand | good clean condition. Phone 
| Is now accepting tenders for the / 638-0240 or 635-3163 after 4:30 p.m. 
| 1989-3 UNIT SOCIAL HOUSING i or weekends. 1113 
/ PROJECT. I LOST - -  O , ,  box In auly 1= move. 
| CMHC Sac. 56.1 ' | Contents Include comforter, pine 
Tenders Openings: 15th | mirror, Jolly Jumper, toys, etc. If 
:September, 1989 at 2:00 p.m. / found, please phone 638-0420. 
| H0using Packages are available / " I" 638-2056 and available September 07, 
/a t  North Coast Tribal Council Of-| 2 new •double sealed windows; 1989, upon deposit of $100 (Refund. 
/ '  rice 718 Fraser Street. Phone/ 65"x51" & 57"x58". Phone 632.7341. 
/ 624-4666 -- R. Lincoln. ] 10127 
September: Arthritis Month ,m 
THE  
: i r 
• T 
LOST .-  12 week old male kitten, 
12" high, black head, back and tall. 
White chin, throat, legs anti paws, 
Los~ Thursday, Aug~ 31 Around Park 
and Eby~ Phon~ 638-8444 or 
635-2838. ~ . . . . . .  ~. 
NOTICETO CONTRACTORS 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders will be received by the 
Manager, Mr. Lawrence Gosse,n, Ter- 
race Cooperative Association, 4817 
Craig Avenue, Terrace, B.C., for the 
construction of a new cardlock faclll- 
ty, not later than3:00 PM, Thursday, 
September 14, 1989. 
Tender documents can be obtainedat 
the Architect's Office, 3224 Keium 
Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N1, Tele- 
phone (604) 638.8780; Fax (804) 
able). , 
Tender documents may also be view. 
ed at the Terrace Plan Room. 
The lowest of any Tender not neces. 
sadly accepted. 
For Mr. Lawrence Goeeelln, Manager, 
Terrace Co.operatlve AseoolMIon 
• I 4817 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1 
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Debbie Shaeffer and Les 
Lessard, both of Terrace, were 
united in marriage on June 
17th at Knox United Church. 
Rev. Stan Bailey officiated at 
the ceremony. 
Mary Schaeffer, mother of 
the Bride, and Monica Lessard, 
mother of the Groom, lit the 
candles when the Ring Bearer, 
four-year-old Kristian 
McDonald, and Flowergirl, 
five-year-old Theresa Savard, 
started off the processional. 
Kristian was handsomely 
dressed in a black tuxedo with 
royal•blue accessories. Theresa 
wore a long white satin dress, 
accented with blue lace carrying 
a basket with blue Irises, white. 
Lilies and Babies' Breath. They 
were followed by Bridesmaid 
Christine Waywitka and 
Matron of Honor Lynn Patter- 
son F0ote. They wore beautiful 
three-quarter length dresses in 
royal blue satin and lace. Each 
carried a bouquet of blue 
Irises, white Lilies and Babies' 
Breath. 
The Bride looked stunningly 
beautiful as she entered the 
church on the arm of her 
brother Michael Schaeffer. 
She wore a white satin gown, 
with a lace bodice and beaded. 
front, puffed sleeves with more 
delicate beadwork and a long, 
beautiful flowing cathedral 
train. She carried a bouquet of 
white Orchids, white Freesia, 
blue Irises and Babies' Breath 
mixed in. 
. , •  • . . . . . . .  . 
r lece$  - -  by Togp 
The groom was dressed in a 
black tuxedo with gray paisley 
tie and cummerbund. 
Best Man was Greg 
Delaronde. Greg wore a black 
tuxedo with royal blue ac- 
cessories, complementing the 
Bridesmaids' dresses. 
Jane Pullen, cousin of the 
Bride, sang "The Wedding 
Song". She was accompanied 
on the organ by Marilyn 
Brodie. 
Later a reception was held at 
the Thornhill Community Cen- 
tre, which was very tastefully 
decorated by Mrs. Paulette 
Patterson. White spray-painted 
trees with lights, white andblue 
streamers with white and blue 
wedding bells adornedthe hall. 
One hundred guests gathered 
to celebrate this happy occa- 
sion. Master of Ceremonies for 
the eveningwas Bob Postuk. 
The toast to the Bride was 
given by Peter Postuk Jr., un- 
cle of the Bride, and Greg 
Delaronde gave the toast to the 
Bridesmaids. One of their wed- 
ding presents was the beautiful- 
ly decorated wedding cake, 
made by Mrs. Florrie Bailey. 
After enjoying a delicious din- 
ner, disc jockey Owen Grieves 
provided the music for danc- 
ing. 
The happy couple honey- 
mooned at Mt. Layton Hot- 
springs, and from there'went to 
Jasper and Edmonton. 
The newlyweds make their 
home in Terrace. 
Out-of-town guests were 
Peter and Peg Postuk from 
Duncan; Mike and Sheila 
Postuk, Mill May; Peter 
Postuk Jr., Vancouver; Jane 
Pullen and family, Vancouver; • 
Barry and Morley Alexander, 
Vancouver; Dido and Carolyn 
Stinich, Milwaukie, Oregon; Vi 
Schaeffer, Prince Rupert; Joy 
POLICE REPORT 
One woman was sent to 
hospital and three vehicles 
were damaged Aug. 30 when 
a tractor-trailer was unable 
to stop behind a line of cars 
waiting for a vehicle to turn 
left at the Copper River 
bridge off Highway 16. 
Lucie Marie Green of 4698 
Marten Dr. was treated and 
released f rom Mills 
Memorial Hospital as a 
result of the accident, and 
Terrace RCMP estimate total 
damage at $12,000. Five peo- 
ple were injured, none 
seriously. The • tractor-trailer 
unit was eastbound. 
Police are still in- 
vestigating the incident. 
A Prince George man will 
appear in Terrace provincial 
court Oct. 20 to answer 
charges of impaired driving 
and assault. 
Leslie Stevenson Head was 
charged uring a disturbance 
Aug. 4 about 5:30 p.m. at 
Fisherman's Park. 
Schaeffer, Prince Rupert; An- 
drewSchaeffer, Prince Rupert; 
Holly Robinson, White Rock; 
Eva Metz Of Imperial, Sask.; 
Kevin Lessard, Langley; and 
Pat and Anna Hayes and fami- 
ly of Kispiox. 
Archie Hippisleyrwishes to
thank his family and all his 
good friends for making his 
80th birthday such an Un- 
forgettable day. Thank you all[ 
Long time Terrace residents 
Bill and Norma Bennett are 
• celebrating their Golden wed- 
ding anniversary. This is an in- 
vitation to all their friends to 
attend the open house at the 
Masonic Hall from 2 to 5 p.m. 
and 7 to 9 p.m. on Friday, 
Sept. 8 to help them celebrate 
this very special occasion. 
A 37.year-old Terrace man 
was charged with hit and 
run, impaired driving and 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal imit in 
the, early morning hours of 
Sept. 3. 
Terrace RCMP report hat 
the man was arrested after he 
ran over a directional sign 
while turning left off the 
sound end of the Sande 
Overpass onto Highway 16 
and fled the scene. 
He will appear in Terrace 
provincial court Oct. 27. 
Damage to the vehicle was 
estimated at $1,500. 
A search-and-rescue effort 
was initiated by Terrace 
RCMP about 5 p.m. Sept. 3 
when two Prince Rupert 
residents were reported three 
hours overdue from a canoe 
excursion down Kalum Lake. 
RCMP chartered a local 
helicopter, discovered the 
pair and determined that 
they were in no immediate 
danger. 
Police said they apparently 
were not familiar with the 
area and took extra precau- 
tions, causing the trip to take 
seven hours longer than 
originally estimated, Their 
destination was Fisherman's 
Park. 
~'"  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I T-rl I 
Holidays are over, school has 
started and life will be back to 
normal for many people. Enjoy 
your week and remember, 
when you have any Bits 'n' 
Pieces for this column, please 
phone me at 635-2723. See you 
all again next Wednesday. 
5:•  i - : . . . . .  . :" . . . .  , , - . 
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Debbie Shaeffer and Les Lesssrd were married in Knox 
United Church during June and now make their home in 
Terrace. 
WE'RE GETTING SOME NEW PARTS 
A whole bunch of them as a matter of fact. When River Industries opens in its new 
location on Highway 16 by the bridge to Ferry Island, We're going to become Terrace's 
newest retail outlet to carry a complete line of auto parts, accessories and just about 
everything else you need to keep your vehicle running in top shape. 
River Industries has enthusiastically joined the continent-wide United Auto Parts net- 
work, a widelyrespected istributor of auto and truck supplies. When you drop in to see • 
us after our new build!ng opens, you'll be able to buy everything:from fuel pumps to mud 
flaps over the counter, fast, • and at cOmpetitive prices. . . . . .  
BUT WE'VE-KEPT THEOLD PARTS 
In our industrial service, however, nothing is going to change except to get• better. •` 
We're going to continue full-bore at providing the best in parts and service to the Iogg- 
ing and construction industries. 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 5130A •Highway 16 West 635-7383 
" -~- -  " r -  _ _  ~ .  i " - - - '~  
~~: := ' ;h i s  spot could 
~ be yours 
Fine Di 
in quiet surroundingsl 
~ / ~  5 p.m. --10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638.8141 
Copper 
leri'ace hegel 
For your dining pleasure we have 
expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
hours. 
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
o,,y's 
Chinese & Western  Cms lne  
] Frl. & Sat. 10:.30 a.m. -- 1 a.m. 
l Sonday 12:00 Lm. --  10 p.m. 
i 4913 Keith Avenue, 
| 638.1848 o,638-8034 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
Chinese & Canadian Food ~,.~ 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK lit~ 
, .  , va  . . , . .  -  o oop.,.. ljl 
Ursday 11.30  a,m. - -  11.00 p .m.~,9"  
Fri , Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  ItO0 a.m. v 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. IO:OO p'm"J$.61110 
4643 Park A venue 
Specializing m Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dtshes 
~ 1  4606 Grelg Ave., for Take .~ 
, ,=e...C. , , . - - "  
' i  
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company 
defends 
Newsworld 
decision 
TERRACE -- Skeena Broad- 
casters, the. company that con- 
trois programming and distribu- 
tion o f  cable, television in the 
Northwest,. issued, a statement 
recentlydefending its decision 
not .to offer cable subscribers 
CBC's new all.news channel, 
Newsw6r!d. . . . .  
-The company came under 
public criticism earller for turn- 
ing • down 'the Canadian news 
channel while at. the s=~ne time 
picking up the American news 
channel, Cable NeWsN& ~,work 
(cNN), but- Bryan Edwards, ex, 
ecutivevice-president for Skeena 
Broadcasters, says the issue is 
more complex than it appears on 
the surface. -- 
Edwards pointed out in a 
news release Aug. 22 that 
Newsworld and CNN were of- 
fered to Skeena Broadcasters on 
different terms: Newsworld is 
available only on a non- 
discretionary basis, meaning 
that subscribers would have no 
choice about signing up for it. 
CNN, in contrast, will come as 
part of a six-channel package 
that subscribers can pay extra 
for or reject. 
Skeena Broadcasters e timates 
the cost of Newsworld, in- 
cluding federal tax, tobe  49 
cents per subscriber. 
Edwards also noted that 
results of a survey among 
subscribers taken this spring 
showed that 62 percent of those 
interviewed were not interested 
in watching a Canadian all-news 
channel. The size of the survey 
-was not disclosed. 
Skeena Broadcasters is a 
member of a national associa- 
tion, theCanadian Cable Televi- 
sion Association, that negotiates 
terms between cable distribution 
companies and program SUp- 
pliers. Edwards says that only 
one CCTA-member, a cable 
company based in Halifax, has 
signed a deal with the CBC for 
Newsworld. "There may be a 
mistaken •impression that 
everyone lse inthe country is 
getting Newsworld except the 
Pacific Northwest. That simply 
is not' thecase," he stated, : 
The current decision does not 
rule out the possibility that 
Newsworld may be offered to 
Northwest cable viewers at some 
point in the future. Edwards 
said five B.C. cable systems are 
offering a month-long free 
sampler of Newsworld, at the 
end of which subscribers will be 
surveyed to gauge their reaction 
to the news service. "... we have 
a long standing policy of 
carefully reviewing new cable 
signals in other markets before 
bringing them on line here," Ed- 
wards said. 
We've 
• Touched 
the Heartof 
:,>:~meone 
"~ i . . e - , : .  - ._ 
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• Happy Trails -- The Northwest competitors (Zone 10) in 
this year's B.C. Seniors' Games gathered in front of the 
Happy Gang Centre Monday morning and.boarded• the 
chartered bus for Trail, B.C., a two-day trip. They Intend to 
comeback with a busload of medals, arriving Sept. 10. 
Embattled steelhead catch,and.release 
Continuing dismalreturns for at Terrace and on the Nasa those caught in the commercial rates after tagging were 
Skeena nd Nasa River steelhead upstream from the Kitsault fishery -- is the worst in the 26 discouraging. Poor water condi- 
have prompted Fish and bridge, years that records have been tions are being blamed for the 
Wildlife authorities to extend In a statement last week Bob kept. current suspension. "Results 
blanket protection to the  re- Hooton, head of fisheries for A radio-tagging program to from tags placed.on fish caught 
malning fish coming up  to the Skeena region, said the track spawning steelhead has at thetestfisherycontinuetoin- 
spawn. Effective Sept. 1, sports number.of steelhead counted go-. been curtailed. This year the tag- dicate Very poor survivals; only 
fishermen are required to release ing up the Skeena is the fifth ged fish Were caught with a nine of the total of 49.tags are 
any steelhead caught on the worst return on record, and:the gillnet rather than a seine, as in migrating upstream " at this 
Skeena upsteam from the bridge, total number of f ish-- including previous years, and survival time," Hooton said last week. 
• "Even amongst those fish which 
to survived,. 
movements are abnormally Work begins soon for schools' appearslow.,, have 
~ In an earlier statement 
n e w  e x p l o y e e  r e [ a L  [O . ,RS  m . a n  caughtH°°ton speculated t h a t i n  a gi ln t may being have
been too traumatic for the fish. 
In a commitment toan era of Employees) locals 2861 and 2831 "hopeo this would not be In the lower Skeena nd Nasa, , , 
• cooperation, the  board of and the Terrace and District another layer of insulation be- the standard limit of one fish per 
trustees of School District #88 Teachers' Association (TDTA). tween the board and the day and two in possession will 
has established a new position -- Commenting on the appoint- TDTA", and that they would continue to apply. Hooton said 
director of employee r lations - l ent ,  local labor negotiators have to "wait and see". this part of the kill will only af- 
to assist in the complex negotia- were non-commital. At the beginning of 1989, the feet later components of the run 
tions brought about • by the  Speaking for the CUPE pupils of School District #88 which aren't subjected to the 
change in status of the local locals, negotiator Jim Lamb were subjectedto a long and bit- commercial fishery. 
teachers' bargaining unit from pointed OUt thatCUPE was just t er strike, ending- January .30 "We sympathize with the. 
professional association tO  completing the first year of their with the intervention of 'frUstration this will cause 
union. Bruce Greenwood of contract which expires June 30, mediator Vince Ready. amongst many sport fishermen 
Kelowna was selected from a 1991, and tliat it is "too early to Greenwood-. and . Giesbrecht but We are left .with little choice 
field of 36 candidates and ar- comment", both ~;aid they expect negotia- Until a solution can be found to 
rived July 7 to assume his duties. - - lion on the new contract, which the incidental harvests of early 
Helmut Giesbrecht,  past expires June 30, 1990, to begin steelhead in the commercial 
by Nancy Orr president of TDTA, said that he in March 1990. fishery,- Hooton concluded. 
Greenwood graduated from . . . . . .  . 
the University of Victoria in [ - 
SEPTEM B ER 14 1981 with a bachelot"s degree in 1 T H U RS DAY, 
Social Work and has worked in 
the Human Rights Division of  Jezebels iCabaret : : . . . .  
the Ministry. of, Labour in Vic- " - . .~ . . ., : ,. 
toria, and afterward in Edmon= wi l l  be GIVING AWAY a , . . . .  
ton and Calgary with the Alber- 
ta Human Rights Branch•and TRIP FOR TWO TO VANCOUVER, 
the Labour Relations Branch. 
He has also attended related TICKETS FOR THE 
seminars in Edmonton and Toronto. B.C. LIONS VS. WINNIPEG BLUE BOMBERS 
 =n,ood say, he be GAME ON SEPTEMBER 16th and 
part of the management team of 
the board, consisting of the ~ DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS AT 
superintendent, he secretary- 
treasurer and the assistant super" . , .  . . . .  THE CENTURY PLAZA  HOTEL 
in.ndent, -o not , .  h', : "  rBC 
job as a public relations posi- Sponsored by: , :~r /c ' / l  /~, 
tion, but as representing the <~'"~'~'~ \ 
board in negotiations and 
related matters with CUPE ~ -  ~,~m~.~,  i 
(Canadian Union of Public ! 
